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SMUDGED PIN?

ONE OF KENTUCKY%

Jottings from - - -

Jo's
Notebook
The George Wallace Philosophy!
The reason why George Wallace nearly
frightened the pants off the two major political parties in this country is because he so
clearly uttered the frustrations of the average American with government and
bureaucracy as we know it.
Tuesday morning I was listening to the
TODAY SHOW on NBC on whir the chairman of the House Postal Comm ttee was relating the efforts being made toi bring about
postal reform, with a possible result in higher pay for the thousands of postoffice employees in America.
Get a load of this! The Congressman
said that the House passed a bill last October
regarding higher salaries for postal workers.
'The Senate passed the bill in December. The
.next step was to hold conferences on some..
thing or another, but as yet he could not
(here it is late March) get the conferees together. Nearly nine months to contemplate,
cogitate, legislate, while the mailmen get
madder 'n a dog on the rounds.
When the strike began, the Congressman said, he wrote a letter to somebody or
another to call a meeting to "study the present crisis."
Said he: "I haven't had time to get an
answer yet."
Here these guys are in the same building and write letters to each other and it's
taken more than a week to get an answer.
I wonder whatever happened to the oldfashioned custom of using the telephone or
walking down the hall to get an emergency
conference together.
Meanwhile, at the postoffice . ..
And so then Secretary of Labor Wirtz
comes on the boob-tube. Says he: "We ought
to sit around the takile_ind-discuss these
things to see what we can work out."
Meanwhile, at the postoffice, the natives
are wild, and Wirtz wants them sit down,
quiet-like.
We agree wholeheartedly with the
comment made by Commentator Hugh
Downs who said: "Why can't the Government heed the trends and warnings of such
dangers instead of waiting for a crisis to occur and then have to act in an emergency?"
Good question! Who wants to try for
$64,000,000.00?
Kentucky Politics
'Tis said that politics are the damndest
in Kentucky, but all this talk about possible
Democratic candidates for Governor in 1972
has got to be the silliest, dullest, most boring
subject that ever was for the disinterested
voter.
The primaries to select gubernatorial
candidates are 14 months away, May 1971.
And as if all the rumors of Combs and Breathitt, Combs and Hubbard, Combs and Carroll, Combs and Breckinridge and Combssolo isn't enough, here comes 72-year old
Happy Chandler getting in the race as an Independent.
Combs as the "little Judge," Combs as
Governor and Combs as Federal Judge has
always been very colorful newspaper copy.
ButI can think of nothing that would destroy
Combs' prestigious position in Kentucky
political history anymore than getting in another race with glib, flannel-mouthed, truthtwisting Happy Chandler.
This prospect, believe you me, is a sure
way to get the average, but concerned Kentucky voter so involved and so nauseated as
to decide here and now to keep the Governor's office in the hands of the Republicans,
whomsoever the candidate may be, and there
are some mighty attractive fellows being
mentioned for the post who are young, attractive, ambitous and able.
Being far removed from the rumor mills
of central Kentucky, we in the hinterlands,
can see the political picture more clearly
than those who are so closely associated with
the endeavor.
In this light, don't you think that the
(Continued On Page Six)
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Classes On
Saturday Is
Leaders' View

Fulton Officials, Railroad Differ
On Matter Of Blocking Crossings

Classes on Saturdays may be
necessary in some of the state's
193 public school districts to
'make up time lost by the sixday teachers' strike which began Feb. 23, school superintendent of public instruction.
Kentucky law requires 175
teaching days during the school
year, and the term must be
completed by June 30— termination of the fiscal year.
Schools which do not meet
the deadline face budget and
possible accreditation compli- NEW MANAGER OF GOOD11EAR STORE HERE: Bill Frese,
.
cations.
a native of Quincy, Illinois IAD has been associated with the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company in St. Louis for the past
six years, arrived Monday twassurne the managership of the
local Goodyear store. Fres*, who is married and the father of.
eon, age 10, and a daughter, age 7, will be joined by his family
at a later date.

Forrest Pogue
Commencement
Speaker At MU

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue—historian, biographer and executive director of the Marshall
Research Foundation in Arlington, Va. — will be the spring
commencement speaker at
Murray State University June
8.
He will address the 47th
spring graduating class at 10
a. m. in the university fieldhouse, marking the first daytime spring graduation exercise at the univensity in 25
years.
Both mid-year and spring
graduates are awarded degrees
during the program. The baccalaureate service is scheduled
for 8 p. m. June 5 in the university auditorium.
A 1931 cum laude graduate
of Murray State with a major
in history, Pogue has been involved since 1944 in collecting
and publishing material on two
of the country's greatest generals—George C. Marshall and
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Mrs. Pogue is the former
Christine Brown of Fulton
County.

Pop Concert Friday
Will Be Solid, Loud
Everybody is invited to attend the Fulton High School
band's first "Pop and Rock
Festival" featuring five popular bands of the area on Friday, March 27, at 7:30 p. m.
at the Fulton High gym.
Tickets are now on sale at
the local drug-stores or may be
purchased from any member
of the band.
Bands featured include The
Henchman, a group composed
of Union City students at UTM;
The Memphis Mudd, made. n
of teachers and UTM seniors;
Six Pak, with members mostly from Fulton-South Fulton;
Things to Come, a UTM group;
and the Knights of Music of
Union City, with an appeal to

Stubblefield Officially Files
For Re-election To U. S. House
Representative Frank A.
Stubblefield (D-Ky.) today put
himself into the position of
continuing his representation of
the First Congressional District
of Kentucky by filing his declaration papers with the Secretary of State as a candidate
in the Democratic Primary of
May 26, 1970.
At the time Representative
Stubblefield declared himself
an official candidate for representation in the 92nd Congress
Where he has served since January, 1959, Stubblefield said
that he considers his main role
in Congress to center around
his work with local county and
city officials to implement projects that have helped and will
continue to help upgrade West.
tern Kentucky through the increased development and greater utilization of the area's
water and recreational resources. Congressman Stubblefield believes that the further
development of rural America
must proceed with speed and
dispatch because of the utter
necessity of relieving the popu-

lation pressures that are growing daily in our large cities.
Stubblefield said, "While one
part of the problem is to improve conditions for the people
of rural America in order to
stem the flow of people to the
cities, the other part of the
coin is that we must create in,
and around, the smaller cities
and towns sufficiently good
employment opportunities and
living environments that large
numbers of families will choose
to rear their children there."
As a member of the House
Agriculture Committee, Representative Stubblefield says that
he has consistently sought Federal cooperation and financial
assistance to provide the public facilities necessary to
broaden the economic opportunities for all people in Western Kentucky.
SPRING MEET HERE
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society will have its annual spring meeting Saturday
March 28 at 6:30 p. an. at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton.

adults as well as teen-agers.
Fulton High Band director
Jack Sublette said today,
"Over all it will be a concert
quite unique for Fulton and the
surrounding area. We hope to
fill the gym that night with
kids of all ages and we want
the adults to come too."
Proceeds will go to the Band
Parents Association for aid in
supportin, ae band.
Ticke*- ..re $1.00 for aucients
and $1.50 for adults.
The program will be loud,
solid .and exciting. Make your
plans to be there Friday,
March 27. at 7:30 p. m. at
Carr gym.
John Williams, of 'WPSD-TV
at Paducah, will be the emcee
for the evening.

Anderson Selected
For History Group
Wayne Anderson of Fulton is
among a total of 26 new members who will be introduced to
the University of Kentucky
chapter of Phi Alpha Theta,
history honorary, at a 7 p. m.
banquet Tuesday at the Springs
Motel.
The Phi Alpha Theta Scholarship Key to the undergraduate
student in history maintaining
the highest academic average,
the Philo Bennett Award for
the best essay, and the Hallam
Awards to history department
faculty members, will be presented at the time.
Speaker will be Prof. Frank
Freidel Jr., Harvard University, who will speak on "FDR:
The First 100 Days."
STATE MASONIC HEAD
Dodds Claude Griggs, housing inspector for Union City
and a long-time leader in State
Masonic circles, has been elected Most Illustrious Grand Master of the Grand Council,
Royal and Select Master Masons of Tennessee.

Two high-ranking officials of the Illinois
Central Railroad appeared before the Fulton City
Commission Monday night to protest a recently
passed city ordinance which prohibits trains
from blocking local railroad crossings for longer
than 10 minutes,
Carl Colyer, trainmaster at Fulton and M. E.
Corzine, superintendent of the Memphis Division
pointed out the "exhorbitant fees" set forth in
the ordinance for violations of the ruling passed
by the Fulton Commission on February 9.
Although no citations have been issued since
the ordinance was passed, Mayor Nelson Tripp
told the News on Wednesday that Fulton police
have repeatedly cautioned local railroad personnel of violations. Tripp, and the members of the
Fulton Commission contend that the prolonged
blocking of railroad crossings is a hazard to the
public welfare and safety of local citizens.
Mr. Colyer, on the other hand contends that
the practice is neither deliberate nor indiscrimate.

Ci

"There is only one train,
ML2, that comes through Fulton at 3 A. M. in the morning
that completely divides the
city for normal traffic. All
other trains when travelling
through the city afford traffic
an alternate route that can be
reached in just about two minutes in case of any emergency," he said.

ment lost. Unexpectedly, Senator Allen of Alabama who
had voted against the amendment, but who understood the
purpose of Cooper's proposal,
asked that it should be recommitted. Bells rang. Another
vote. The recommittal proposal
passed. But still another vote
was needed to pass the amendment. By that time. Senators
were hurrying into the Floor
and my husband VMS able to
explain his position to a larger
audience.
The final vote vas 50 for
Cooper and 37 again. When
my husband was working on
this, he called the Justice Department for the statistics
where his amendment would
apply outside of the South.
There were not many pieces

listed — a county in California,
one in New Mexico, etc. — but
the surprising ones were Bronx,
Kings and New York Boroughs
in New York City. One startled
telen ter from the New York
Times called my husband 'plaintively saying he just couldn't
believe that the conditions in
his town were similar to those
in the deep South.
President Nixon often mentions the historic firsts of his
Administration. He and the
Vice President made another
at the Gridiron Club's 85th Annual Meeting which has been
lampooning political life since
1886. At the end of the skits,
instead of making the customary response to the toast to
the President, Mr. Nixon asked
the Vice President ID join him

"We are having . growing
pains with our expanded operations. To make Fulton a giant
reclassification center means
more jobs for Fulton, more
recognition for the city as an
efficient transportation center,
which could be a great asset
to getting new industry.
"We would hope that unti'
our problems are resolved the
city officials would bear with
us," he said.
In 1959 the City of Fulton
celebrated the 100th anniversary of the company's operation here. None of the oldest
employees can recall if any local laws have been passed prohibiting the blocking of railroad crossings.

wo-minute inconvenience when
necessary, but with the lay-out
of the company's system here
we do not see how we can possibly fail to block some crosshags, some time," Colyer said.
"Wherever our railroad is
located the first concern of the
company and its employees is
to foster the best relations beThe news of the railroad's
tween the community and its expanded operations here gives
"We deeply regret even this affairs. As a long-time rail- added credence to the announcement made about a year
ago by 0. H. Zimmerman,
ranking vice-president for IC
operations, that a multi-million dollar reclassification
terminal will be built here in
the near future.
Within the past few months
more than 100 employees of the
railroad were either transferred or dismissed. A few of
Another giant step in the them have been re-hired, and
HICKMAN, Ky., Eight Nethe
gro students at Fulton County ever increasing efforts of
reliable sources indicate thse
High School will learn Friday City of Hickman. Ky., to at- if the new terminal is built il
comto
the
industry
tract
if they will be expelled for althe Pierce Station area, mar.
leged violation of a school role munity will be shown on Sun- more workers will be emplce
Open
House
April
5,
when
day,
stumale
requires
all
which
ed.
will be held at the new Hickdents to shave.
Mayor Tripp, serving in in,
treatment plant.
man
water
of
The Fulton County Board
dual capacity as a railroad
MyrOn-Corey
Located
on
its
dedelayed
Education has
official, and the highest elected
cision on possible expulsion of Drive, the $225,000 installation official in the city, says that
the students until it has had a was financed by a grant from the entire City Commission
chance to study the transcript the Economic Development shares with him the concern
of an appeal hearing Monday Agency.
for local safety. "In the simpThe plant has a capacity of lest terms," Tripp said, "a
night.
gallons
supplying
four
million
business firm is using our
School Supt. Harold Garrison
said the board is expected to of water a day and has a re- public streets for its profitable
serve
storage
of
one-half
miloperations. No other business
announce its decision following
in Fulton takes advantage of
a special meeting on Friday lion gallons of water.
Mayor
Richard
White
urges
public facilities for their priafternoon.
the entire area to visit with vate operations and we don't
The eight students' involved
them on the occasion of this think the Illinois Central Railwere suspended Monday for
proud community achievenot shaving — but the board
(Continued on Pace
ment.
ruled Monday night they could
return to classes pending the
outcome of their appeal.
The appeal was filed by the
students under new procedures
adopted in compliance with an
order of U. S. District Judge
James Gordon of Louisville.
On March 11, Judge Gordon
ruled the students must be
temporarily readmitted to the
Tommy Perry, who was
sthool but made no decision on
elected President of the Fulton
a suit by the students challengJaycees this month, looks foring the constitutionality of the
ward to a year full of activity
school's regulations on shavand interest by the upsurging
ing.
local Club, which has more
Robert DelehaMy, Louisville
than quadrupled its memberattorney for the Kentucky Civil
ship in the last two years.
Liberties Union, has stated he
will ask for another federal
Perry, interviewed by a
court hearing if the students News reporter this week, sumare suspended by the board.
med it all up by saying that "I
hope and believe that we will
have a fine Club this year; we
really have a bunch who are
interested in the Club."

Hickman Board Hickman Plant
Delays Action On Display
On Dismissals April 5th

Perry Sees Active
Year For Jaycees

Mrs. Cooper Gives Graphic Story Of Gridiron
Senator Cooper had a smashing victory on his amendment
to the Voting Rights bill. The
first vote was discouraging.
His amendment would ,nuake
the Voting Rights law passed
in 1965 apply to the entire
country as well as to some
southern states. The present
law stipulates that it fewer
than 50 percent of the population votes in southern counties,
because of literacy 'lasts, the
federal government should step
In,
Senator Cooper felt that this
4iould apply to the whole country end not just the South.
When, on the first vote there
weren't, as usual, too many
Senators in the Chamber, the
vote Was tied et 95 to 96. which
ineemt that Cooper amend-

roader nobody knows bette.
than Mr. Tripp the difficulties
the IC is encountering in its
ereaUy expanded operations
and its hope to make Fulton
one of the most important railroad centers in Mid-America,"
Colyer added.
Coming to Fulton late Last
year as trainmaster, although
he has been employed in Fulton in past years, Mr. Colyer
revealed that within the past
several weeks the IC has been
concentrating on Fulton as a
key re-classification center.

?n the stage and after exchanging a few remarks,sat down at
the piano and played "Home on
the Range," a favorite song of
President Roosevelt, while the
Vice President played "Dixie"
on another piano.
The President then galloped
into "The Missouri Waltz," formerly President Truman's favorite song and Agnew went on
with "Dixie." Then President
Nixon swung into "The Eyes
of Texas are Upon You," President Johnson's theme song —
and Vice President Agnew did
another rendition of "Dixie."
This was the grand finale of the
entertainment that brought the
audience of newspapermen and
their guests to their feet with
laughter and applause.
(Continued en page 3)

Present club membership is
48, the new President stated,
"and we have several good
prospects that we think will
join soon," he added.
Perry. the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Perry of Fulton
Route 1, is married to the former Beverly Byrn of Wingo,
and the Perrys have a daughter, Christie, age 2. They
make their home at 202 East
Drive in Fulton.
Tommy is employed in die
production department of the
General Tire and Rubber Company in Mayfield, where he
has been for the past rive
years. He joined the Fulton
Jaycees in January 1969 and
served as External Vice-Presldent last year.
The Fulton Jaycees meet
each second and tomth Thursday nights at the Travelers Inn

TOMMY PERRY
in South Fulton. Young men
who are interested in the organization are urged to contact Ron Laird at the telephone
office, or Perry, . . . or simply
come to any meeting and introduce themselves.
Mr. Perry will preside at the
Jaycees DSA Bosses Night
Awards Banquet to be held at
the Holiday Inn tomorrow
(Thursday) night, March 26,
at seven o'clock. Bob Cobb,
Jaycee state internal vice
president of Louisville, will be
the principal speaker.
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Li.-Gov. Wendell Ford

ANSWERS

Postal Workers Strike Reminds Us Of
Humiliating Experiences Of Teachers

MY CAPTAIN
Out of the light that dazzles me,
Bright as the sun from pole to pole,
I thank the God I know to be
For Christ the conqueror of my soul.

THE

It is a sign of old age to keep school teachers were maligned,
PEOPLE
on ding-donging a subject because rebuked, embarrassed, humiliated
the mind just doesn't have the fa- and insulted at the hands of many
Since His the sway of circumstances,
Your question• relating to tne Commonwealth of Kentucky will be
oility to move on to something legislators who have not even a
I would not wince nor cry aloud.
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.
lse.
Under
that rule which men call chance
nodding acquaintance with the
My head with joy is humbly bowed.
We simply cannot seem to King's English.
Letters came from Ashland, two amendments to ea on the
Middlesboro, Mayfield and In- 1971 ballot. I hope the Homebanish from our mind the recent,
Kentucky school teachers
dependence similar to this one stead amendment will be one
Beyond this place of sin and tears
dreadful experience of Kentucky were not afforded the privilege
from Mr. and Mrs. P. B. K., of them.
That life with Him! And His the aid,
school teachers to persuade the of professional negotiations legisLexington: Mr. Bit/ Kenton,
The measure will amend the
Despite the menace of the years,
state representative from this
Kentucky General Assembly to, lation so that they might be in at
district, is working hard to put State Constittuion to -give peoKeeps, and shall keep me, unafraid.
at least, meet some of the wage least a competitive position with
ple
65 or over an exemption
the Homestead tax exemption
and contract considerations sug- their fellows in the "work-for-pay
on the ballot as a constitutional from property taxes on 16500
of
the
value of their home. I
I
have no fear, though straight the gate,
amendment in 1971. This law
gested by the Kentucky Educa- complex" of their State and their
would help people over 65 am for it and hope both the
He cleared from punishment the scroll.
Nation.
tion Association.
years old, and we hope it Legislature and the public vote
Christ is the Master of my fate,
We hope that Kentucky teachThe experience becomes even
passes. When we reached 65 yes.
Christ is the Captain of my soul.
our income went down but livmore poignant when it is related ers' experience with the 1970
ing cost keeps going up.
to the almost daily demands made General Assembly will result in
E. B. W., Harlan, writes:
by other, perhaps more powerful, constructive planning for their
Dear Mr. and Mrs. P. B. K.: We have heard that a state
law
—
next
Dorothe
attempt
to
compatib
secure
a
Day
legislative
le
This
session
pick
can
passed to help coal miners disperhaps more articulate labor
remunera
abled
tion
for their educationfrom black lung. There
forces in the United States.
is plenty up here who died
training.
or
wiLdlife habitat—all of which and assorted snakes, had en- are disabled from
Take for instance the current al
black -lung
It must be noted here, persound rather forbidding if one joyed their hospitality. Still, but very few
FULTON'S
strike in some key cities of the
ever collected
has in mind only an escape
haps in a requiem for an unsucanything. You were the
first
postal workers of the United
hatch from the frustrations of they had never known a porcu- elected official
cessful
effort,
that
I heard speak
the
Kentuck
intimately,
y
least
pine,
not
at
city living, or hasn't the courStates Government. The other
encountered Piney. up for a better law on black
they
until
legislators cannot be wholly faultage to tackle country property
lung so maybe you can
evening, on the news, we heard
tell me
ed for their treatment of Kentucky
already owned. The wealth of The tiny orphan introduced What kind of
law was passed.
BY LUCY DANIEL
himself
imbedding
abruptly
by
one of the shouting postal strikers teachers
information in this book is de.
tell a TV reporter: "They've only
Dear Mr. W.: I am mailing
ceptive because of the modesty his quills in the Rood's dog.
It is clearly obvious that the
and joyousness apparent in the In spite of this display of un- you a copy of House Bill 12,
promised us $8000 as a starting
This
look
week
let's
take
a
sor,
study
a
friendliness
barn
and
not
they
could
,
good
pas telling. The reader
previous Protest Day and the rewhich is Kentucky's
will come
new
at some books that have been tureLand for Trig, their daughsalary, we want to start at $8500
themselves to abandon a "black
away from it thinking this is bring
lung" law. In general,
cent Work Stoppage plans were
library
shelves
the
the
for
at
on
ter
Virginia's
motherless
horse,
animal.
so
and
And
bea
glorget
$12,000
and
up to
after 20 ill-advis
this law makes it
how
life
should
be—'a
delightful
easier for
some time, but that possibly ious stand of pines to spice the
ed, amateurishly planned
gan a remarkable relationship the
years, or we're not going to
disabled coal -miner to colyou have overlooked when ex- clean and sparking air. And and rewarding enterprise.
between a New England family lect
and haphazardly executed. Genhis claim for workmen's
'work." (Fulton school teachers
amining the shelves for your the house, by dint of elbow.
and an adopted porcupine. The
erally, the public was not on the
HOW DO YOU SPANK A Roods needed great patience compensation for pneumoconireading material.
grease rather than cash oututart at $5200.)
osis (-black lung).
side. of the teachers and the legisThis law
lay, could be made not only PROCUPINE?byRonald and and understanding to overshifts the burden by
The President of the United lators knew this and took advantRood. Few people would re- come the animal's natural
putting it
livable
but
hospitable.
Today,
deTRIPLE RIDGE FARM by
up
to
the
spond
gracefully
campany to prove
to the idea of fenses. But Piney rewarded
States has had to invoke extra- age of their own clarion
after fifteen years of sound
that the disabled man
call for 'Ruth Fouts Pochmann. When conservatio
n principles applied feeding and housing a porcu- their efforts by developing into
didn't
ordinary military powers to get re-election.
Ruth Fouts Pochmann and her
get
his
pine.
-black
But
author
Ronald
lung in the coal
Rood
an enchanting pet. This is the
husband, a professor of Ameri- to the land, Triple Ridge Farm and his
the mail moving again, and yet in
mine,
rather
family
were
than
different.
We would like to suggest that
is
requiring
a
shining testimonial to the
engaging account of the joys
the
can Literature at the Univermany instances the Presidential an educational strategist
responsiveness of nature to the They were fascinated by all and hazards of raising a porcu- coal miner to prove he did.
of the po- sity of Wisconsin, bought Triple intelligent
living creatures and had be- pine. Here is the little
administrat
powers were going unheeded.
ion
'pine
of
Ridge Farm as a place for
litical ilk of a Larry O'Brien be
come acquainted with hundreds learning to take milk
from a
weekends and vacations, it was man. The Pochmanns had five of them on
The industrial wheels of this employed today to attack the mattheir hundred-acre medicine dropper, testing his
immediate
Mrs. J. B., Louisville,
projects:
reforestacrumbling
a
testimonial
to negspread
giant country are crippled. And ter of higher educational
in
Vermont.
Many
ani- tree-climbing skills, discover- Some days the air is writes:
standlect and the erosion of time. tion, stream improvements, mals and birds,
terrible
including
seving
yet we haven't heard a living hu- ards when the profession is
the pleasures of a choco- here with dust and
But there was a trout steam, watershed management, soil eral owls, half
cona dozen ra- late bar and of a swim on a summer I heard smog. Last
man or politician wave the flag fronted with the issue two
prime requisite of the profes- conservation and restoration of coons, squirrels,
you
say
on
skunks, frogs, hot summer day.
years
TV that the state
board supabout "the bad influence on little hence.
posed to control air
pollution
children," "contractual agreeis top-heavy with industry
The National Education Asmen
Hunter B. Whitesell, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. and you would get
ments," "they're always with sociation is investigating
the law
the posFROM THE FILES:—
changed
to
Hunter
add
Whitesel
their hands out."
l
of
more
this
city, has been appointed
citizen
sibility of invoking sanctions on
as principal candidate to the United States Naval mom-hers After that I never
At the same time a nation- the educational program of
heard any more about it.
KenThe
Academy at Annapolis. He is presently a junior Legislature is
:ide railroad strike has been given tucky. Many have spoken
nearly over and
in horat
this
Vanderbi
lt
should
/ 30-day reprieve until President- ror at this possibility.
and will enter Annapolis at the behave been done.
ginning of the 1950 session, in the early summer. Dear Mrs.
'al advisors can negotiate with
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Yet what are labor strikes if
J. B.: It should
have been done—and we
labor and management.
they are not sanctions against
did it.
March
24,
1950
Airline pilots have gone on management? Many are
Water Valley: A. S. Richmond has a new There was only
very
one member
strike; workers in the Nation's legal and under the
Two new directors, Leon Browder and Clar- Buick car, and Will Puckett has a new Allis- representing the general pubguidelines set
lic on the State Air
largest electrical manufacturing forth by the United States
ence
Stephens, were elected to the Chamber of Chalmer tractor and a Philco refrigerator.
Pollution
DepartControl Commission. No
companies have gone on strike; ment of Labor.
wonCommerce Board of Directors at the meeting of
der the public lost round
after
coal miners 'have gone on strike
Austin Springs: Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Davis round and the air got worse.
School teachers, God Bless the organization on Monday night. Paul G. Boyd,
all having the effect of halting, 'em, are the backbone of
have
the
newly
plans
elected
president
well
,
presided.
under way for construction of a Even before the
our prosession, I
even crippling, the normal pro- gress and existence,
modern house on their farm near here,
met with legislators to get
but gee
formerly their.
cesses of our daily life, without they're the worst politican
known
The
support
as
first
councilo
the
for
district
r
C.
C.
of
the
Kentuck
changing
McClain
y
s in the
the
place.
law. The bill to add
scarcely a murmur that their ac- world.
State Medical Association will hold its annual
members
representing the public was intions were un-American or subElected officials hear only meeting with Fulton County Medical Society on
New arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crider,
on January 6 and
of troduced
versive.
when the people speak. For what- Wednesday, March 29, at the Derby Cafe. A Fulton, announce the birth
passed on February 5.
of
a
seven
pound,
I Apparently they are not and ever it's worth we suggest
large
number of the 138 physicians of the 13 twelve ounce daughter, born
that the
March 17 in the As a result, the public will
were not. They are and were the Kentucky Education
Association counties comprising the district are expected to Fulton Hospital; also, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Lam- soon have equal voice on the
actiOns that characterize the start today to tune up
agency that sets limits on
their hear- attend, according to Dr. J. Vernon Pace, Paducah bert, of Fulton, announce the birth' of a
air
six pollution. The commission can
American industrial system.
ing aids for the 1972 General As- district councilor.
pound, four ounce daughter, Gwendol
take
violators
yn,
to
born
court.
Yet our beleagured Kentucky sembly.
Where
March 17, in Jones Hospital.
there is a local air
pollution
Miss Sammye Lee Williams, popular brideagency, the state group can
take over if the local
elect of Tommy Glasgow of Dresden, was the
office is
not enforcing higher
stdads
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
honoree at a lovely party and kitchen shower,
State
March 27, 1925
given Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. Eula
Wendell Ford
Mulford on Central Avenue, with her fellowWork on finishing the First Baptist Church
employees at the Southern Bell Telephone Com- will start immediately and
Lt.
Gov.
will be completed this
If you don't think your opin- of "write as you would be written pany as hostesses. She received many useful gifts year,
Rev. C. H. Warren announces. The baseion counts for much, you may be to" you may come up with
some for the kitchen. Guests enjoyed games of bingo, ment, built last year, has served as a tempora
surprised by the words of a former recommendations like theie:
ry
with prizes going to Miss Williams, Miss Mary meeting place.
Letters To Editor
secretary of a network TV proFrances
Roberts,
Mrs.
Leon
Stevens,
Mrs. MarBe truthful — Back up your
ducer.
garet
Reno, Miss Zearle Bethel, Miss Mary AnJ. J. Owens thanked the public this
Detroit, Mich.
opinion with facts. Avoid sweepweek,
derson and Mrs. Dorothy Young. Late in the eve- following "open house" at
"A show is sold on the basis of ing condemna
the OK Steam Laun- Dear Jo:
tions. They are ning the
hostesses served a delicious wedding dry last week.
letters," claims Mrs. Mary Arm- usually neither
true nor deserved. bell ice
I enjoy reading the Fulton
strong of Hollywood, Calif. "If
cream and cake.
News very much and sincerely
Think before you write — A
people bother to write, manageThree thousand gallons of "Old Taylor" applaud your constant effort to
Eight talented piano students of Mrs. Steve whiskey was stolen from
ment listens. Not one letter is moment's composure will help
the Franklin County awaken the community to its
you put logical sequence into your Wiley received ratings of excellent and very warehouse during
possibilities of ,greater things.
thrown into the wastebasket.
the past year, and sixteen Keep
up the good work and I
comments. A few thoughtful lines good at the district meeting of the National Fed- citizens have been
"Just one or two letters may
indicted. One indictment stat- am sure you will succeed.
are worth more than a score of in- eration of Music Clubs sponsored by the Matinee ed a hose was used
to siphon from the barrels to Please accept
have a great impact on the future
coherent sentences.
any ren
Music Club of Paducah last Saturday. Students the outside.
Of
of any kind of program," she adsubscription and, if it is
competi
ng
were: Marian Blackstone, Leath Mcavailable, send me the
ded. "But the trouble is, there are
Don't put it off —Write while
of the Mtayfiekl MEIRIMair
Guy Snow has sold the Grand Theatre
too few letters for management to the issue is still hot. A family TV Mahon, Mollie Wiley, Ann Voegeli, Jean Hyland,
to Sesquicente
relating tOlhe
gauge public likes and dislikes."
musical was knocked off the air Beverly Cursey, Ann Bowen and Louise Han- businessmen in Paducah, but will continue to history of nnial
the Jackson Parcock.
manage
the
Grand
and now also the Orpheum.
by the ratings. About 200,000 letBy reflecting on the formula
ters of protest poured in — too
Thanks sincerely,
John
P.
Wilson of Cayce has sold hogs for
Last week W.L Joyner hired one of his
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. late.
cars
$5,000
above
Milton Kendall Hodges
expenses
each
in
of
the
to
past
a
four
man for a Hickman trip,
12041
10609 Bailor Road
Remember that your voice years, he told County Agent John B. Watts. He When the car didn't return, became suspicious
notified Chief of PoDetroit, Mich. 48.24
Address all mall (subscriptions, chenge of counts
— "Your program," wrote also produces 30 acres of corn to feed the hogs, lice Drysale and finally
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
a friend in Pittsburgh, "has help- and so his expenses are only for protein supple- the man) at Bardwell located the car (but not
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
.
ed me realize that I too have a ment, minerals and veterinary care.
So They Say
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton,
right to speak my mind and have
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Mon
Sebra
Evans'
"I suppose all this talk about
band
treated
an
appreciative
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere an opinion."
Mac Burrow, principal of the South Fulton audience to a fine
concert last night. Mrs. 0. J. a sailor's life being all wine,
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
High School, was re-elected for another term, it Sowell gave two
women
delightful readings and the pro- ed." and song is exaggeratThe same is true of letters To
Kentucky Subecribers must add 5% Sales
was announced today. Eight other Obion County gram was spiced
by the notorious "Firehouse
The Editor.
Tax.
high principals were returned to their posts.
"It certainly is! You seldom
Sheiks" with their ukeleles and songs.
hear singing
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Your Opinions In Letters To Editor,
Other Media, Can Bring Needed Change
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
Mrs. Louie Nunn Launches

Chestnut Glade Homemakers
Learn Treatment For Windows

Drive To Buy Historic Home
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Mrs. Louie B. Nunn helped
launch a drive in Hopkinsville
to raise a minimum of $38,000
for the purchase of the Mary
Todd Lincoln home in Lexington.

tinuation of Mrs. Nunn's efforts to preserve and metre
architectural elements ot-Wentucky's colorful past.

"A Beauty Treatment" for appointed chairman
of 'the
your windows was the lesson Community !Cancer
Crusade.
given by Mrs. Grace Prince She will be assisted
by several
when the Chestnut Glade Club members of the club who
Her work in restoring the
exS
met in the home of Mrs. Jeter pert to call at every
Executive Mansion and the
home in
Wheat for the regular March the community during
The state's First Lady ap- Capitol Building's State RecepApril.
meeting. She showed slides that It is hoped that a
peared before a nonspartiaan tion Fb30111 won national acgenerous
used different fabrics and contribution will be
luncheon of more than 100 wo- claim; her restoration of White
received
styles for different window ar- for this most worthy
men—her first appearance in Rail, 19th Century Madison
cause.
rangements.
Mrs.
Jim
Burke
,
was appointa two-month projeot that in- County home of Cassius MarMrs. Jimmie Westbrook gave ed chairman for the art display
cludes similar presentations in cellos Clay, is nearing complethe devotion and Mrs. Laverne to be arranged at the Martin
each of Kentucky's seven con- tion.
Owensby led the song "Easter public library during National
gressional districts.
Parade."
Library Week.
Other appearances are schedMrs. Orvin Morrison gaveMrs. Jimmie Westbrook gave
uled for Jenny Wiley State
a report from the secretaries the health report.
Park near Prestonsiburg, CumMrs. Jim Burke gave a demworkshop which she attended
berland Falls, Kenton County,
recently. Mrs. Jim Burke gave onstration on making framed
Louisville, Henderson and Glasa report from -the scrapbook floral paper design pictures.
gow. The Federated Republiworkshop she attended recent- She showed several beautiful
can Women's Clubs of Kenpictures that she had made.
ly in Dresden.
tucky is the chief source of
Books were distributed to the
The roll call was answered
woman power in the fund
by reporting that more than readers, who report that sevdrive.
twenty-five visits were made eral have reached the quota
Miss Moon
to shut-ins during "National for the reading project.
Present plans call for purMrs. Hendon Wright, presiMrs.
Danny
Wheat,
Mrs
Home
Economic
s
Week" and
chase of the girlhood home of dent of the Fulton-South
Fulton
by naming a new product on Carolyn Killebrew and Mrs.
Mary Ann Todd, at 574 W. Art Guild, announce
s today
the market. Included in this Van Brann were visitorg. Mrs
Main St., Lexington, from that plans have been
NOT SEEING DOUBLE: If Saundra (left) and Wanda
completreport was a recommendation Wheat and Mrs. Killebre‘%
Barrett were assigned to the same
Sterling D. Coke. The property ed for a series of
art classes
that the pie crust recipe given were welcomed as new memarea of hospitals for practical phases of the nursing-degree
will be deeded to the state for for children to be held
program at Murray State
during
in the two county papers by bers.
restoration and to establish it the month of April.
University, new patients might easily be confused. The
Mrs. Orvin Morrison directed
juniors are the identical-twin
rs. Prince be tried, as sevas a terminus for the Lincoln
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Barrett, Route 6,
al have used it, with very the recreation, which was won
Benton, Ky. This picture was
Heritage Trail that runs
The classes will be taught by
by
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook.
made at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
isfactory results.
through Kentucky, Indiana and Miss Jacqueline Warner and
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The door prize was won by
Marta Shea Moon of Fulton,
Mrs. V. C. Simpson was apMiss Julie Studer, art students
Illinois.
Mrs. Orvin Morrison.
Kentucky, is the 1970 Kentucky
pointed to represent the club at
of Richard Jackson at Murray
Refreshm
ents
were
to
"It seems incredible," the State Universit
served:
Angus Queen.
the memorial service.
y.
thirteen members, three visiThe party's broke, I don't
wife of Kentucky's governor
One of the highlight: of the
Mrs. Laverne Owensby was tors and four children.
care
says: "that our neighbors to
Classes will be held at the
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs will be hos- annual Kentucky Angus Sweepthe north have done so much Fulton Woman's Club every
I'll make my campaign on
tess for the next meeting at stakes Banquet is the crownbad air
more than we in establishing Saturday morning in April
the home of Mrs. Harvey ing of the queen. The Angus
permanent shrines to the mem- from 9 a. m. to 11 a. in., unCall me Mister Clean, Bon
Vaughan. Visitors are cordially Queen, her a'tendauts and
ory of Abraham and Mary der the direction of Mrs. Ward (Continued from Page One
their escorts were introduced
but I was able to enjoy the Ami of '72!
invited.
Todd Lincoln. They were born Bushart, II and Mrs. Phillip
to the audience attending the
I am really too good — to be
My husband was the guest of witty and satirical skits that
and reared here; it is the spirit Andrews.
banquet. These activities visre
Robert Riggs, former President lampoon the State of the true!
of Kentucky that moved with
held in the Executive Inn at
Our envir'nment dusky
Children between the ages of of the Gridiron. The next day, Union.
them through lives that changLouisville. Ky.
eight and ten will be eligible Mr. and Mrs. Riggs kindly inIs just made for Muskie,
The dinner songs began by
ed the world,"
The attendants are Donna
vited us to the replay for the the White House Honor Guards • I see victory
to attend.
.
Goggin, Danville. Ky. and Rita
wives of the Club's guests. Of marching on stage in
The planned restoration of
their
now
The
Fulton
Jaycette'
Although
s
Bridgeit's'
Materials
a
murky
will
view!
Hoskins,
be
furnished course, I didn't have the Presi- extinct plastic
Ilustonville. Ky.
the Mary Todd Lincoln home,
bonnets, singing
Canasta Party was held last
As the .Kentucky Angus
dent and the Vice President, to the tune of the drinking
built in 1818, is a natural con- by the Art Guild.
While singing, he was spray- Thursday night at the Park
song
Queen,
Marta
will participate
of the Student Prince: "We are ing the air with a flit gun. The Terrace Restaurant. High
in various angus shows, sales
together at last, The Silent next act took place in a Repub- in Canasta, Mrs. Zadonna
and field day activities
Majority is traveling first lican locker room where all Yates won a silver serving
tray.
throughout the state this comwere being congratulated on a Second High in Canasta,
class . .."
Mrs. Mr. Newton Belt, distinguish- ing year. Her main duties will
successful season. The make- Pat Steele won a set of
insulat- ed water color artist of Bland- be to represent the Kentucky
Next, the scene shifted to an believe Secretary
of
enchanted forest populated by Education and Welfare Health, ed tumblers donated by Fulton ville, Kentucky, was the speak- Angus Association at the All
stepped
Hardware. Mrs. Bessie Jones,
American Angus Futurity held
Democrats representing a my- forth to sing to the
tune of "A high in women's bridge, won a er Monday night at 7:30 at the at
Lexington and to present
thical Puck and elves, such as Dixie Melody."
'regular monthly meeting of
silver
bread
tray
and butter the South Fulton-Fulton Art awards and ribbons at Angus
Humpty-Dumpty for Hubert
dish.
Second
high
in
women's
Rock-a-bye the voters with a
Humphrey whose lyrics were
Guild at the Woman's Club. In events during the State Fair.
bridge, Mrs. Irene Boyd was the absence
sung to the tune of "I Won't Southern strategy;
of the president, Marta is 15 years old. She is
given
an
electric
bun
warmer
Don't
Mrs. Hendon Wright, the vice- a member of the American
you fuss; We won't bus
Dance."
donated by Huddleston's Hard- president, Mrs.
the /Children in Old Dixie.
James R. Angus Association and also the
ware. The men's bridge win- Green, presided
I won't run—don't ask me! We'll put George Wallace
over a short Kentucky Junior Association.
in ners were,
Ron Laird, re- business session preceding the She has several herd of regisI won't run—don't ask me! decline
ceiving a leather wallet, and program.
tered ,angus and has won many
I won't run—please don't in- Below that Mason Dixon line.
Phillip
Andrews,
winning
Mr. Belt was introduced by awards in beef projects.
We'll help you save the Naa
silver
key
chain
donated
by
She is a sophomore at Hickthe program chariman, Mrs.
Of course its true that other tion
Erl Sensing, of Clinton. Mr. man County High School and is
From things like civil rights P. H. Weaks and Sons.
time I just missed.
The door prizes were won by Belt began his presentat
and inte-gration!
ion oi quite active in school and comIt won't work—or could it ..?
A zillion Southern votes we the following people: Mrs. some of his paintings by show- munity activities.
Brenda
Jones,
Mrs. Laverne ing first some rough pencil
Marta is the daughter of
The final figure on the stage will deliver
Varden, Mrs. Mary Louise sketches of the heads
of lion Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moon of
of the Democratic skit was Mr. Move Washington down on Warren,
Mrs.
Mary
Boyd,
Mrs.
Fulton.
cubs seen on one of his hunting
Clean — the Bon Ami of Seven- that Swanee River!
Rock-a-bye with 01' Massa Dotty White, and Mrs. Judy trips in Africa, then 'another
ty-Two. He represented Senator
Campbell
.
The
J.aycettes
would
sketch
Nixon
of two lion cubs and
and his Dixie Strategy.
Muskie and was followed by a
like to thank K. Homra's, Kas, finally the beautiful complete
chimney sweep, a sewer workd
now's,
On stage came an actor imSouthside Drug, Evans painting for which the prelimier, a street cleaner, a man in
personating Dr. Arthur F. Drug, Ben Franklin_ and the nary sketches had been made.
a gas mask, and a garbage colAn elephant grouping and
lector. To the tune of "Chloe," Burns, Chairman of the Fed- Leader Store for donating these
eral Reserve Board. To the lovely gifts. They would also other African scenes were
the stage Muskie warbled:
June of "There's No Business like to thank City Drug and equally impressive. Mr. Belt
Carolyn Lynch. Water ValLike Stiow Business," the words South Central Bell for the nice had no less interpretive
Muskie .. .!
skill ley, has been cast in the Readof Dr. Burns came out like favors which were given to with subjects nearer home,
Muskie . .!
two ers' Theatre production "Someeach guest.
this:
owls on a dead tree, flights of day, Perhaps?
KENTUCKY LINCOLN SHRINE—The Mary Todd Lincoln
Hear them calling' — I sure
". -at Murray
house in Lexington
The Jayeettes would also geese and ducks and, not
would become the latest official Lincoln shrine in the state
the State University. The melodcan;
There's no business like slow like to extend their
when Mrs. Louie B.
thanks to least, beautiful studies of a few rama
Nunn and the Federated Republican Women's Clubs of Kentuck
is
business,
slated
Let's quit stalling,
for March 30-31.
y complete their
the community for their re- leaves of a hickory tree and
project. The women seek to raise $38,000 to buy the house
Miss Lynch is a senior maNew-low business is swell!
I'm your man.
sponse to the card party. It is vegetables from his own garand turn it over to
joring
the state for restoration as a shrine.
in
speech
Let's
cool
off
and minoring
this
fever
of
hoped that all enjoyed attend- den. The entire program was
Muskie . . .!
employment,
ing as much as the Jaycee an exceptional treat for those in English at MSU. She is the
daughter of W. C. Horton. Rt.
Let's cut back to nineteen- wives enjoyed
giving the party. attending.
1 Water Valley.
twenty-nine!
Daily bread's a low form of
enjoyment ..
If you get laid off ...
Try not to dine!

Art Classes
For Children
During April

fat

Mrs. Cooper Gives Graphic
View Of Gridiron Banquet

Maria Moon
This Year's
Angus Queen

Jaycette Party
Huge Success;
Thanks Given
Art Guild
Hears Belt
At Meeting

Carolyn Lynch In
Murray Production

4out .2ande4L
— Your Problems Bring

Answers —

Lt was all very funny at the
time, but writing you about the
skits, I find them rather ominous. Bdt luckily it was only on
Tom should feel no hesitation the stige.
about attiring for his money —
in person. He might suggest
partial payment within 10 days
and the balance at two-week
interva Ls.

Dear Ann Landers: Tell of baloney. — that nobody
Dear Pal: The girl didn't ask
Dutnbell" and writes to you and you make for my advice so I'm not going
"Former
"Twenty-Twenty Vision" to up those letters. He weld like to tell her anything. This demove over. You are naive, your opinion but he won't cision is one which should be
Ann, if you actually believe write, so lam writing for him. made by the girl and not by the
that just bemuse a man stays He bet me $5 you wouldn't an- fellow's buddy or by Ann Lanhome every evening with his SWOT.
ders. Now go collect your $5.
family he is a faithilul, noThe News takes pleasure in
My buddy's girl got herself
Confidential to The Three wishing "Happy
hanky-panky husband.
Birthday" to
in a family way. She is a nurse
Toed
Sloth:
You
Dear
are
Ann
not
Landers:
as
diflearned
My husthe which means either she is the
As a wife who
the following friends:
hard way, I'd like to alert you dumbest nurse in Massachusetts band is a contractor. We own ferent from others as you
March 27: Edie Maynard;
to "the breakfast trade." or she got pregnant on purpose. our little business. I'm in the seem to think. Each of us, no
Please tell your readers that a They weren't even going office and Tom does a lot of matter how well brought up or March 28: Mrs. Leonard Hawell
gan,
balanced,
Anna Mae Jonakin, Charis capable of
husband who for no apparent steady. In fact, they didn't the work himself. Tom must
pay for his materia on de- doing something irrational at les Walker, Jr.; March 29:
reason suddenly changes his have more than sax dates.
some
Ruth
time
Copeland, Nadine Nan.
livery.
during
With
our
costs the way they
fives.
pattern of living ought to be
The girl says if Tim doesn't are, we barely break even.
Forgive yourself and forget it. ney, Jack Foster;
watched. I should know. For 17
years mine used to set his marry her she is going to slap
March 30: Charles Gregory,
Tam did a job for some good
alarm for 7 A. M. All of a sud- a paternity suit on him. Tim friends
When romantic glances turn Gayle Medley. Aletha Tegethree months ago. The
den be decided to make it 6:15. says he Is NOT going to marry bill has not
to
warm
embraces is it love thoff; March 31: Gigi Brock;
been paid although
One day I followed him and her and that's final. He is only we have
sent three statements. or chemistry? Send for the April 2: Stevie Stow.
discovered he was getting his 21 and the girl is 23.
booklet
"Love
Or Sex And
Don't you think the girl We need the money but Tom How To Tell The Differenc
kicks at the home of a mutual
e,"
doesn't want to spoil the friendwould
be
better off to go to a
friend — before 9:00 A. M.! —
Squeeze Testi
ship by pressing them to pay by Ann Landers. Enclose a
home
and
give
up
the
baby
for
Eyeful
long, stamped, self-addressed
Using electric vibratons to
adoption? She would save her the bill. What do you think envelope and 35c in
coin with record sound
Dear Eye: Thanks for the family a lot of misery, and should be done? — Red Ink
waves passing
your request.
clue-in. I'm learning plenty also Tim. And wouldn't it be
through apples, researchers
Dear Red: Apparently your
Ann Landers will be glad to measure their ripeness. can
from my readers.
better for the baby to be friends attach less importan
When
ce help you with your problems. perfected for
packers,
brought up by two parents In- to the friendship than you do—
Send them to her in care of this method may (-geminate the
stead
Landers:
budMy
of a single girl? Please or they would have paid the
Dear Ann
the
newspaper, enclosing a self- damaging "squeeze
test" food
dy thinks your column is a lot tell her so. — Tim's Pal
bill by this time.
addressed, stamped envelope. shoppers now apply
to fruit.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SPORTSMANSHIP WEEK—Varsity cheerleaders from Frankfo
rt High Schoo'
made a trip to Governor Nunn','( offire to witness the signing
of the Good Sportsmanship Week (March 15-21) proclamation. Shown with the
Governor are left
to right: Donna Tandy, Sharon SCC7/14,1, Elizabeth Gain,
Terry Tandy, Steve
Nunn, the Governor's son and an FRS basketball
player, Susan Cheek, and
Cindy Perkins. (Steve Mitchell Photo.)
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Luther Morrison of ColumRayford E. Tarver died sudbus. died Wednesday noon, denly at his home on East
March 18, in the Clinton-Hick- Drive in Fulton, Thursday afman County Hospital.
ternoon, March 26.
Funeral services were held Funeral services were held
in the Columbus Baptist Saturday afternoon, March 21,
Church on Friday, March 20, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
with Rev. James Garland of- chapel, with Rev. William
ficiating. Burial was in the Co- Smalling, pastor of the South
lumbusCemetery. Hopkins and Fult on United Methodist
Brown Funeral Home, of Clin- Church, officiating. Burial was
ton, was in charge of arrange- in Mimi County Memorial
ments. Gardens.
Surviving are one son, JimMr. Tarver, 57, a retired emmy Morrison of Columbus; two ployee of Lear-Siegler Comsisters, Mrs. Alma Williams of pany in Union City, was born
Oakton and Mrs. Bonnie Clin- in Hickman County, the son of
ton of Hattiesburg. Miss.; two the late Joseph and Lucy Holibrothers, R.L. Morrison of Co- field Tarver. He was a memlumbus and C. B. Morrison of ber of the South Fulton United
Cayuga, Ohio, two grandchil- Methodist Church.
dren and two great-grandchilSurviving are his wife, the
dren.
former Emma Lee Perry; one
Mr. Morrison, 77, was a sister, Mrs. Annie Howell, and
merchant and farmer of the one brother, Jewel Tarver,
Columbus Community.
both of Wingo, and several
nieces and nephews.

Crawford Kennedy

S. A. Holes

Funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon, March 22, Funeral _services were held
In the Hornbeak Funeral Home Saturday, March 21, in Hornchapel for Crawford Kennedy, beak Funeral Home chapel
-tith Rev. W. W. Kitterman, for Samuel Allen Noles, with
pa' or of the Cumberland Rev. Charles Jobe officiating.
'Presbyterian Church, officiat- Burial was in Harmony Cemeint!. Burial was in the Hickman tery
(-ay Cemetery.
Mr. Noles, 92, died on FriMr.- Kennedy, 71. died in day. March 21, in the Fulton
Hillview Hospital on Friday, Hospital, following an illness of
"%larch 20. after having been Iwo months. He was a retired
farmer of Route 4, Fulton, and
admi!ted the previous day.
ile was born in Glasgow, was a veteran of the SpanishScotland. the son of the late American War. He was- marJohn and Agnes Paget Ken- ried to the former Lilie Mae
nedy.. lk and his wife moved Atteberry, who died twentyto FiCton from New York City five years ago.
Surviving are two daughters,
rtil had lived here for the past
six years, re,iding, on Route I. Mrs. Ira Sadler of Crutchfield
Fulton. lie was a retired voca- and Mrs. Bernie Stallins of
tional teacher. He was a mem- Fulton; two sons, Charlie Noles
ber of the National Retired and J. W. Noles, both of FulTeachers Association, the Hick- ton, nine grandchildren and
man Lions Club, the Fra- fourteen great-grandchildren.
ternal Order of Scottish Clan,
and of the Second Presbyterian
Church in New York City.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Audrey Call; two sisGravesside services were held
ters. Miss Marion Kennedy and
Mrs. David Horn, both of Monday morning, March 23,
Scotland, and a niece, Mrs. in Fairview Cemetery for
Robert E. Burns, III of Tar- Mark Alton .Johnson, with Rev.
Ellis Veale, pastor of the First
boro, N. C.
Christian Church, officiating.
Arrangements were in charge
of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Mark was the infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Johnson
Oliver E. Clark died early of New Orleans, Mrs. Johnson
Monday morning, March 23, at is the former Barbara Holland,
the home of his daughter, Mrs. daughter of Harold Holland of
New Orleans and granddaughLee Roach, Route 4, Fulton.
Funeral services were held ter of Mrs. J. R. Holland of
yesterday (Wednesday) after- Fulton.
noon in ROberts Funeral Home
chapel inl Mayfield, with Rev.
Jess Daugherty officiating.
Burial was in Clark Cemetery.
Mr. Clark, 88, was a retired
Winston Franklin "(Winkie)
farmer.
Surviving, in addition to Lucy died Friday afternoon,
March
20, in Hillview Hospital,
Mrs. Roach, are another daughter, Mrs. Velma Adams of following a long illness.
Houston, Texas; one sister, Funeral services were held
Mrs. Bill Henderson of Clin- Sunday afternoon, March 22,in
ton; ten grandchildren and the South Fulton Baptist
Church with Rev. Gerald Stow,
twelve great-grandchildren.
pastor of the church, and Rev.
Houston Patrick, of Martin, officiating. Bullet,was in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
Mrs. Velora Arrington Stal- in charge of arrangements."
lins died Wednesday night,
Mr. Lucy, 26, was born in
March 18, in the (Non County Obion County and was the son
Rest Home in Union City, fol- of Mrs. Nela Smith Lucy of
lowing a long illness.
South Fulton and the late
Funeral services were held James F. Lucy. He was a
Friday, Mardi 20, in Hornbeak member of the South Fulton
Funeral Home chapel, with Baptist Church, and was a
Rev. W. W. Kitterman officiat= South Fulton service station
in. Burial was in Harmony owner and operator.
Cemetery.
Surviving are his mother; his
Mrs. Stallins, 81, was born wife, the former Delores
in Hickman County, the daugh- Davidson; two brothers Johnter of the late Calvin and An- ny and Jimmy Lucy and st sisnie Hudson Arrington. She was ter, all of Fulton; four halfthe widow of Walter N. Stallirks, brothers, Fred and Robert
who died in 1943.
Lucy of Hickman, Charles A.
She moved from Clinton to Shepherd of Union City and
Fulton in 1941 and had lived Thomas Shepherd of Clinton;
here since that time. She was and six half-sisters, Mrs. Lois
a member of the Cumberland Watson of Hickman, Mrs. MoPresbyterian Church, the Wo- nette Harding of Martin, Mrs.
men's Bible Class and the Frances Bailey of Gadsden,
Woodmen of the World.
Tenn., Mrs. Estelle Underwood
Surviving are a niece, Mrs. of Union City, Mrs. Ruth Crews
Vera Pillow of Clinton, and sev- of Nashville and Mrs. Irene
eral other nieces and nephews. Poole of Chicago.
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Mark Johnson

REV. ROBERT LAYNE Is The Pastor

Mrs. Oliver Clark

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Trinity Episcopal Church was first organized as a mission
in
1850. Its first church was built on the site of our present library.
This building was destroyed by fire and the property was
later sold
to the United States government as a site for the post office. In
1919
a new church was built on Washington Street and in 1959
this building was sold and the present structure was built on Vine
Street.
Trinity Church is a part of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese
of
Kentucky. It's worship services employ the ancient liturgy
of the
early church and the ceremonial, colors and vestments
lend a
warmth and richness to the praise of God. A strongly Bible-centered church, it seeks to proclaim the Christ of the scripture
as it's
Lord and Master.

Through it's Church School, adult study classes and service*,
Trinity Church offers a full program of worship, instruction and
pastoral care. It has -grown rapidly during the past decade and extends to all a warm invitation and welcome.
Worship Services —
9:30 A. M., jet Sunday, Holy Communion
9:30 A. M., 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Sundays, Morning Prayer
7:00 A. M. Saint's and Holy Days, Holy Communion
Sunday School —

Ca

9:30 A. M., nursery to age 10

IN

Winston Lucy

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Mrs. Velora Stallins

Greenfield Monument Works

Hickman - Fulton R.E. CC,

207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

Dan -Cream, Inc.

•
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

J. B. MANESS SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Park Terrace Motel

Henry L Siegel Company,Inc.

Restaurant & Gift Shop

Fulton and South Fulton

Join us after church on Sunday

a good place to work

472-2430

Liberty Super Market

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

West State Line
Futton, Ky.

472-3657

Evans Drug Company
The Rexall Store
216 Lek* Street

472-2421

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street

472-9072

— In Operation 68 Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted Al Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

Ray Williams Insurance

"Live Bitter Electrically"

Archie's Live Stock Barn

Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy.
479-2191

CLOSED SUNDAY

South Fulton, Tennessee
Broadway

So. Fulton

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street

479-1711

Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9060

Hickman

South Fulton

, The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Union City

Fulton
Fulton

472-1471

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

At the Store—or at your door

Complete Electric Service
124 Morris
479-2173

Fulton, Ky.

472-3311

472-1362

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

305 Main Street

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
Clinton, Ky.

653-2771
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Church Of Christ Scientist
Extends Message For Easter

Cayce Scouts At
Church Services

ground, breaking his ankle and
The Cayce Junior Girl Scouts
heel. He was taken to the FulThe Easter promise of resur- the proof of immortatily.
County Soil and in determining the first and
Fulton
celebrated "Girl Scout Sunton Hospital Saturday, and on rection is of much greater imThe Ressureetion cannot be
by attending the Moscow Water Consery a'ion D is'rict second place winners in the
day"
Sunday was transferred to a portance to mankind than the "proved" except in the degree
Baptist Church with their lead- will compete in the 24th an- annual competition sponsored
Mrs. Ethel Foster received Paducah hospital. Best wishes personal hope of life after that we begin to pattern our ers, Mrs. Ralph Adams and nual Goodyear Soil Conserva- by The Goodyear Tire & RubAppointment of crew leaders
a
for
him
to
extended
are
Christ
of
life
the
If
the
death.
tion Awards Program to select ber Company. An independent for the 1970 census of Populaon
living
of
meaning
Easbroword last week that her
Mrs. Joe Roberts.
ter is linked only to a vague Jesus, and are willing to corn•
the
53
judging
top
nation's
conservation
of
committee
agricultther, Burston Reed of Dawson speedy recovery.
tion and Housing in this area
After Sunday School and
Mrs. Carmi Page has been hereafter or to a cyclic' resurg- mit ourselves to the denial of church service, the group was districts, according to Charles ural leaders will select the was announced today by ManSprings, had received second
and third degree burns all over indisposed for several days ence of energy, its dynamic all that Jesus denied: the temp- taken to the Holiday Inn in Wright, Fulton, Ky., district state winners for the calendar ager Anita Brown of the Cenrelevance to life here and now tations of self-will, pride, lust,
year 1970.
his body. He was rushed to a with different complications.
sus Bureau's temporary census
Fulton for dinner by Mr. and chairman.
Jack Pogue's family has had is lost in speculation, ritual greed, material force, retalia- Mrs. Ralph Adams. Mr. and
Madisonville hospital, where he
Grand award for the first office in Paducah, Kentucky.
and
district's
The
activities
on
impresemphasis
and
sense
self-preservaof
even
of
siege
a
and
flu.
tion,
remains in a serious condition.
place district will be expenseMrs. Joe Roberts and Mr. and
Each crew leader will superHenry Poff, brother of Mrs. SIMS,
tion from the murderous in- Mrs. Charles King. Following accomplishments will be mea- paid, vacation-study trips to vise 15 to 20 enumerators in
Mr. 'and Mrs. Robert Foster
sured against the performances
hatred.
and
envy
of
tents
and Randall and Alfred Reed Neva Jackson, is a patent in
Arizona for the outstanding the big nationwide census that
The pharaohs envisioned an
dinner, they topped the evening
"Jesus' teaching and prac- with an outing at the, Fulton of other districts in the state landowner-coperator and one begins April 1. Crew leader
visited him Sunday and report- the Baptist Hospital at Mem- after-life replete with the artied he is better and thinks he phis. He suffered a broken facts of life as they knew it. tice of Truth involved such a Park.
member of the district's gov- training is now under way.
will be transferred to the Vet- hip last week.
erning board. They will be Topics being covered in the
Primitive states of society have sacrifice as makes us admit its
Before Christmas the Girl
JackHubert
wrote
Mrs.
Love,"
and
Mr.
erans Hospital in Nashville
guests, along with representa- training sessions Include proconstructed elaborate varia- Principle to be
Scouts visited in the homes of
son and Henry •Poff returned tions of a heaven or hell.
Mary Baker Eddy, the Dis- twenty elderly residents of • Chestnut Glade
soon.
tives of the winning districts in cedures for recruiting census
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
week
last
City
Christof
Oklahoma
Founder
from
and
coverer
other states, at the 10,000-acre enumerators, training, canMr. and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler
What has preserved even the ian Science, in her textbook, Cayce. They caroled at each
end.
Goodyear Farms and the Wig- vassing methods, preparation
are great-grandparents again.
home and left a box of candy
Mrs. Jesse Cummings, the hope of salvation from fatal Science and Health with Key in each home.
The weather this Monday wan, resort hotel, in Litchfield and submission of reports, and
They received word this week
from
and
mistakes,
dissolution
that Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie mother of Bonnie Cummings, death? Not the mythology of to the Scriptures.
The girls are now planning a morning is a guess, with a Park. Ariz., in December 1971. ',supervision of enumerators to
That is why the promise of train trip and a five-mile hike change every few moments. District supervisors are Char- insure a complete and accurate
Stephens, of Memphis, have a is a patient in a Detroit hos- ancient civilizations, nor the
followreturn
distant
to
Easter is not for some
We are still reminded that les E. Wright, Fulton, Ky.; count.
new son. named Russell Scott. pital, having
pros and cons of modem millenium, when the dead shall this spring.
spring is just around the corn- Cecil Barnett, Hickman, Ky.;
Jeanna Roberts
He is the son of Mrs. Yvonne ing major surgery recently.
The crew leader is one of the
science.
Elvins,
of
Teague
Ada
Mrs.
tofor
is
promise
The
awake.
er, with a report that some Roy M. Taylor, Crutchfield, key people in the field operaWheeler Stephens.
Traced to their common day, as each individual' awakes
Mo., the sister of Orven, Chess
started.
Hickbeing
are
Everett,
A.
chicks
Chas.
baby
Ky.;
REVIVAL IN PROGRESS
tions of the 1970 census. It is
Mr. 'and Mrs. John Mack and Herbert Morrison, will source, the highest hopes in all
to the resurrecting power of
A revival is in progress this Mrs. Jess Pate and Mrs. Har- man, Ky.; and Clint Workman, his responsibility to recruit and
Simpson and family, George celebrate her 92nd birthday on human efforts and institutions
Love — of spiritual love which week at the First Baptist vey Vaughan have recently Hickman, Ky.
train the enumerators; to asCunningham of Clinton, and March 27. She stays busy, piec- focus on an event which tran- reflects God who is Love, as
Wright said the district's sign each one to an enumeraChurch in Fulton, conducted by bought some.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas of ing quilts, though she is con- scends history, physical science
the Bible states.
cooperator for 1970
outstanding
services
Best:
W.
James
Rev.
Dresden were Sunday guests of fined to a wheel chair. She and human planning.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan returned will be selected from more tion district; to review the
Easter is not just an inexpli- each night are at 7:30 p. m.
Mrs. Mollie Bet Simpson.
from a two months' visit to her than 400 land 'owners enrolled work of each and see that it is
lives with her daughter, Mrs. The Ressurection stands as cable miraculous event to be
Mrs. Mollie Bet Simpson and Patrah Meador.
nephew, Harmon Hagler. and in the district program. Na- correct; and to handle probevent in the his- celebrated at a certain time of
REVIVAL AT ANTIOCH
Lynn Bowlin took Mrs. Cappie Chess Morrison remains about the greatest
family in Joliet, Ill., and her tionally, more than 2,000,000 lems of difficult enumeration.
— not simply the solar year. It is the perworld
the
of
tory
A "Soul saving campaign"
The name and address of the
Bowlin to Nashville last week the same. His visitors during
as the "greatest", but in fact petual unfoldment of the real- revival is in progress this sister, Rebecca. in St. Louis. individuals and companies have crew leader in this area is Dato stay with Mrs. Ima Homey, the week were: William Hunt,
the only event which includes ity embracing man and the week at the Antioch Baptist She had an attack of pneu- signed cooperative agreements mon Marie Workman, Route 4,
who has been ill for some time. Mr. and Mrs. Orven Morrison,
the expectation, the example, universe: the risen Christ, Church and will end Saturday monia while in St. LOWS, is not with the 3,000 local soil and Hickman,
Reports are that she is home J. C. Grubbs, Alton Rambo,
feeling very well and has not water conservation districts.
the explanation, the way and which overcomes the world.
evening.
from the hospital and some Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Bowfin,
been able to be out since rebetter.
turning home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Brundige,
AUTO TUNE-UP CLASS
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaugh- Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie CumLeave It To The Army
A second auto tune-up class,
Best wishes for a speedy rean spent the night last Wed- mings, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
• GOOD SPRINGS
20 hours of auto en—
covering
you
l'rivale
did
First
Why
covery to Mrs. Otis Sherridon,
nesday in Memphis, guests of Vaughan and Mrs. Eva Brann
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
gine tune-up, has begun at
who is a patient in the Volun- salute that truck driver?
Mrs. Eva Brann. She returned of Memphis. He thoroughly enSecond Rookie — Don't be so Taylor Chevrolet-Buick and is
teer Hospital at Martin.
with them to spend a few days. joys all his visitors.
An active board of deacons
dumb! That's no truck driver, being taught by Gardner WhitCletus Laws is a patient in a
The First Assembly of God
VaughHarvey
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cuma
Good Springs are making
that's General Hauling. Didn't lock, the firm's service manPaducah hospital. He was trim- mings and Sabrina, of LexingChurch in South Fulton an- at
show on the church grounds an visited Mrs. Van Brann in you see the sign?
ager.
ming a tree and the ladder ton, Ky., have had the flu bug
nounces the beginning of a reAl- Memphis last Wednesday, on
early.
done
it
getting
and
slipped, he jumped to the lately, but are better.
vival on Sunday, April 5.
returned
She
birthday.
her
it
cleaned,
is
yard
the
ready
The Adult Choir of the First
The evangelist, Mrs. Ed has been disked and sown in home with them for a visit.
Baptist Church, Clinton, will
1575,000 DAMAGE SUIT
present an inspirational wor- Smith of Jackson. Tenn., will grass and a landscaping project
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Griffin
program in music on conduct the services, which is under way. These are the have returned to their home in
A suit for $575,000 damages ship
March 29 at begin each evening at seven members of the board: Calvin Chicago, after being here for
Sunday,
Easter
resulting from a tour-car acciBruce,
church, beginning at 10:50 o'clock. There will be special DeFreece, Thomas
the Ben Jenkins sale. A large
dent on US 45 north of Fulton the
550 Saddle Horses
singing nightly. Visitors are Larry Watkins, Terry Bethel crowd attended and the articles
M.
a.
was filed in Hickman County
Bruce.
Ray
their
and
bring
to
musical
urged
The service entitled "Halleluoffered for sale were reported
— AT
circuit court last week by Mrs.
Henry Poff fell Monday to have sold well.
jah! What a Savior" will fea- instruments and join in the
Ruby Jackson, administratrix
morning, as he started in the
Gary Harper, well worship.
by
solos
ture
of the estate of Gary L. Larestaurant at Dukedom. He
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crider
known area vocalist, and TomRegistered Angus Cattle
tham, deceased, and Mrs. NelThe pastor, Brother Law- was carried to Baptist Hospital, and son and Mr. and Mrs. Arlis
my Bugg, Junior at Hickman
lerte Latham, an individual.
rence Tittle, and members of Memphis, where surgery for a Sprayberry
Saturday
were
County High School.
Defendants named are James
the church invite the public to broken hip was performed. Re- night guests for a fish supper
Music from the choir will inGordon Williams, 18, Fulton,
this
hear
dynamic
speaker.
Neva
Brunsister,
Irvin
his
Mrs.
with
from
and
Mr.
ports
Lexington, Kentucky and Steve Bell, 19, Route 4 clude favorite hymns, contemJackson, are that he is doing dige.
porary 'arrangements of seasonUnion City.
fine and hopes to be able to
al anthems and the reknowned
12: NOON
PADUCAH,KY.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan is ascome to Fulton Hospital for sisting in the sale of car li"Hallelujah Chorus" by George
AUSTIN
SPRINGS
•
recuperation the first of next censes in the different towns
Loman Peck's Farm, on State Route 284
F. Handel.
week. His address is Room 805, in the county. This is the
By Mrs. Carey FrkIlds
"Visitors are welcome" said
at Reidland
Tn,
Memphis,
East,
M'adison
James M. Everett, Music Ditwelfth year that she has assistrector.
ed in this convenience offered
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled 38103.
Donnie Wilson, son of Mr. by the County Court Clerk.
his regular appointment at
has
YAK • YAK
New Salem Church the past and Mrs. Darrell Wilson,
Get Well wishes to Mrs. Verreturned to his school at
Only an American would pay Sunday at 11 a. m. and also
Paducah, after being non Wall, who is a patient in
C.,
J.
P.
was
It
worship.
evening
the
at
Fulton Hospital.
for Policing the world, then
Sale Manager: Floyd Dievert, Danville, Ky.
home this past week during the
complain if he doesn't get 12 announced that a series of
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
their between-semester vacawill
Wedon
meetings
begin
blade.
one
on
shaves
Kenny
Charles Moon, President, Fulton, Ky.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
tion.
nesday night and run through
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Hold Wade and children in MoreSaturday. Rev. James Holt and
Rev. Henry Davis will deliver and children have moved to head, Ky. last week end.
sermons on Thursday and Sat- the Milton house. recently vaurday nights. Each night a cated by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
visiting evangelist will fill the Matt Cunningham.
Mrs. Kate Myrick is in the
pulpit. Rev. Copeland and the
church invite everyone to at- Fuller Gilliam Hospital at
Mayfield, after having a heart
tend each service.
attack while on the way with
underwent
Mathis
Mrs. Sam
her daughter to return her
vein surgery last Tuesday in grandson to school.
Hillview Hospital and is doing
Mrs. Mattie Melton is having
nicely. She will get the same surgery today in St. Louis.
operation to her other limb to- She recently was in Mayfield
day (Monday). All friends wish Hospital for an operation and
for her a speedy recovery and has gone to St. Louis to rehope she will be able to return cuperate at her daughter's.
home very soon.
Sunday, March 22, was the
M r s. Elizabeth Darnell, beginning of the fourth year
Dukedom, visited Mr. and Mrs. for Bro. Oren Stover as pastor
Grover True the past Sunday of the Dresden Good Springs
Parish. These churches feel the
afternoon.
strength of his leadership and
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Murray
are thankful for the privilege
arrived the past week fora few
of his continued service.
days visit with their sisters,
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
Mrs. Martha Croft and Mrs.
returned last Friday from a
Your first month of
Ada Reed, in District No. 17,
daughter,
visit with their
and they visited at the bedside
Joyce, and family in California.
is
Who
Rhodes,
Lillian
Mrs.
of
service for only....
Mrs. Weidenbach and
a patient in Hillview Nurtr:.= Mr. and
two children are enjoying livHome in Dresden.
ing there and are doing well.
All friends and relatives
Mrs. Dow Gilliam continues
— PLUS
around here extend profound to improve and is now able to
sympathy to the family of move about, with the use of
Bruce Oldhana Hyndsver, her walker.
whose death occurred the past
A true story. The Sunday
week in the Volunteer Hospital School teacher of a class of
of one normal hookup!
at Martin, after several days eleven-year-olds asked Why we
critical illness, following a had church services on Sunday
stroke. The deceased is sur- instead of on Saturday. One
vived by his companion, the boy quickly answered, "Beformer Effie Biggs, and the cause the cartoons are on Satincluding channels 13 and
Oldham family were former urday."
residents of our section. Two
C. P. W. meeting will be
3 from Memphis
sons, David and Wilbur, and a Thursday. April 2, at 1:30 p. m.
— PLUS —
daughter, Sue, and several at Good Springs Church. Frangrandchildren
also survive. ces Watkins is the program
The Doug Murphy Funeral leader. You are invited.
SERVICE
FM
BAND
FULL
Home had charge of all the arrangements. Funeral service
was held at the Funeral Home,
with interment in Old Salem
Cemetery, near Martin.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Offer Expires 4-15-70
Richard McGuire is able to
Phone 479-1864
and
his
some
out
ardund
be
New Subscribers Only
home in District No. 1, which —Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
all friends will be glad to —Vinyl and Tile
know. Mr. McGuire has been —Downs and McGee Carpeting
in failing health, together with
—Upholstering, Modern and
arthritis, for some time.
Antigua
Here's hoping a Happy EasFULTON, Y.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low.., every night and all weekend long.
Kitchen CargeNnc
206 MAIN STREET
ter to The News, its staff and
•
all readers everywhere.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison

• LATHAM

Clinton Choir
Plans Music
For Easter

ices,
on and
•nd ex-

Fulton County Soil District County Native
Competing For National Airard Crew Leader
For Census

First Assembly To
Have April Revival

SALE

Ken-Lake Angus Association

—
TATTERSALLS
MAR. 31 - APR. 3

Annual Spring Sale

Saturday, March 28, 1970

Selling: 10 Bulls 47Females

yer

Cable TV has...
INCREASED

TOWER
POWER

Try Cable TV Today and see the
improvements we've made!

Inc.

9
9

—
FREE INSTALLATION
9 BIG CHANNELS

./.1

CALL 472-1424

Co.

TWIN CITIES CABLE TV CO.

4-.

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Thefamily's grown up now.
They're living near and far.
Dial your own long distance}...
find out how your childrekare.

South Central Bell

• ROUTE THREE

HOSPITAL NEWS

Aline Williams

Work done by Mrs. Hattie
Bethea Vanderforxi of Fulton in
the first Creative Writing
-Workshop at Murray State University last summer has been
selected for publication by the
university.
A short story entitled "Blackberry Pond" by Mrs. Vanderford was selected by the fourmember workshop faculty as
one of 50 student works in the
250-page book. Named "First
Summer," the book will include short stories, novel excerpts, articles and poems
when released in about six
eek.s.
Mrs. Vanderford is a teacher
and high school librarian for
the Obion County Board of
Education.
Directed by noted Kentucky
author and poet Jesse Stuart,
the three-week workshop last
year was designed to foster
and encourage creative writing
by affording students a close
working relationship with professional writers.
It attracted about 50 enrollees
ranging in age from 16 to 65
from several states. Work done
by 27 of the participants was
chosen for the publication by
Murray State.
All of the preparation of the
book—from cover design to
printing—is being done on the
Murray State campus. Another
workshop is scheduled this
year June 29-July 17 with Stuart as director,
BIDS OPEN MARCH 31
Bids for construction of the
new Fulton High School building will be opened by the City
of Fulton March 31st.

We visited Mrs. Pernie Yates
a while Sunday and found her
much improved. She is able to
sit up some now, a short while
at a time.
Mrs. Luther Page has not
felt well the past few days.
Mr. Maynard, who lived in
one of the houses of Mrs. Johnnie Dalton, has moved to McConnell.
Mrs. Ross Williams was
some better Sunday.
We were so glad to hear that
Mrs. Bernet Lowery has returned to her home in Pilot
Oak and did not have to stay
in the hospital at Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Page a while Saturday night.
Rufus Lowery has been ill
the past week and confined to
his bed.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Brown
visited Mr. and Mrs. David
Brann Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard
visited their daughter, Mrs.
Wallace Wisdom, who has
pneumonia, in Memphis last
week end.
We extend sympathy to Mrs.
Tarver in the loss of her husband last week.
Oar congratulations to Mrs.
Linda Brown at the end of the
school year.
The mother of Mrs. Mary
Larimer, who passed away
while sitting in her chair Saturday evening, in the home of
her daughter and Elder Arlie
Larimer, lay in the funeral
home Sunday in Benton and
several members from Old
Bethel were there Sunday afternoon to visit with Elder and
Mrs. Larimer in the loss of
their mother, who made her
home with them. Her funeral
and burial were at Mt. Moriab,
near Benton, Monday afternoon, with Elder Bobby Crouch
officiating.

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, March 25:
FULTON HOSPITAL

PLEIKU, VIETNAM — Feb.
26—Army Lieutenant Colonel
David
K. Holland (right),
whose 'parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clardie N. Holland, and wife,
Claire, live in Hickman Ky.
receives the Legion of Merit
during ceremonies near Pleiku,
Vienam.
Lt. Col. Holland rec‘
d the
award for meritorious service
during his last assignment as
commanding officer of 2nd
Battalion, 9th Artillery, 34d
Armored Division, V Corps,
U. S. Army, Europe, near Gelnhausen Germany, from Au-

Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mrs.
Aubrey Glasgow, Rosemary
Rice, Elizabeth Shankle, Jean
Greathead, Zella Fisher, Glenda Sue Cox, J. E. Bennett, Fulton; Paul Bradley, Alice Sills,
Joyce Russell, James Hickmnn, South Fulton; Lawrence
Pwiggins, Everett Dockery,
Bobby Curtin, Marie Vaughan,
Nancy Greer, Gay Stroud, Clinton; Harold Casey, Jane Mathis, Dukedom; Roger Williams,
Hickman;
Melinda
Mayes, Mayfield.

looks great. Hiway
90 all clear.

CHAMPAIGN,
Kenneth
R. Morgan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert B. Morgan, 1.106
ltagnnlia Drive, Fulton, Ky.,
has been commissioned a second lieutenant upon completion
of the U. S. Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps program at the University of Illinois.
Lieutenant Morgan, a member of Delta Chi, also received
his B. S. degree in industrial
The lieutenant is a 1965
graduate
of Fulton High
School.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See UB for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT 0/00AONT PLACE
BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI

They are:
Freshmen: Gigi Brock, Ann
Fenwick, Kathy Glasgow, Pat
Gossum, Jackie Hall, Denise
Hamra, Bobby Mahan, Eve
Nelson, Donna Sensing, Gary
Sons, David Thompson, Robin
Whitesell;
Sophomores: Evelyn Alexander, Alice Caldwell, Anita
Cash, Debra Capps, Debbie
Clark, Charles Comes, Mary
Helen Dunn, Bob Engel, Dorsa
Harrison, Mike Hatfield, William Mitchell, Michael Morgan, James
Myers, Mark
Owens, Greg Scales, Kent
Smith, Linda Stokes, Sandra
Thompson, Charles Whitnel;
Juniors: Mary Campbell,
Ginger Edwards, Mike Fenwick, Louella Puckett, Tommy
Taylor, Mike Tate, Judy Westpheling;
Seniors: Shelia Barron, Pam
Grooms, Dixie Haase, Don
Hicks, David Kim Homra,
Cathy McAlister, Shelia Owens,
James •Pawlulciewicz, Karen
Rice, Faye
Huddle, Betty
Tucker, Mariana Wealcs, Patrick Wolff.
Students making all A's:
Gigi Brock, Alice Caldwell,
Anita Cash, Bob Engel, Pat
Gossum, Bobby Mahan, Eve
Nelson, Karen Rice, Greg
Scates, Gary Sons, Mike Tate
David Thompson, Sandra
Thompson.

Ken Harper Is
Committeeman

SERVICE

FLASH NEWSI
Admiral Benbow Is
beautifully recovered
frnm oh.. M•rr;,•no

Thirteen students at Fulton
High School received all "A's"
in their studies for the semester, school officials revealed
today.

SCEARCE A LEADER

FT. McCLELLAN, ALA.
(AHTNC) — Master Sergeant
011ie J. Thomas (right), son of
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Thomas,
Route 1, Hickman, Ky., was
awarded the Army Commendation Medal Feb. 2 at Ft. McClellan, Ala., on retiring from
(From current readings and the Army after more than 25
LEGAL NOTICE
records of Jim Hale, South years of service.
provisions
of
the
Pursuant to
Fulton.)
Presenting the award is ColChapter 337 of the Kentucky
onel Robert N. Ladson.
Revised Statutes, I, or my au- Date High Low
Precip.
M. Sgt. Thomas received the
thorized agent will on April 7,
award for meritorius service
MARCH 1970
1970, commencing on or about
during his last assignment as a
10:00 A. M. (CST), in the 18
44
35
(tr) rain
Courtroom, Courthouse, Hick19
52
40
.3 rain
man, Kentucky, hold a hearing
20
62
40
to consider a revision of the
News From Our
21
47
38
.2 rain
prevailing wage determination
22
53
36
(tr) rain
for laborers, workmen, meThe
23
47
37
(tr) rain Boys In
chanics, helpers, assistants and
24
66
39
.1 rain
apprentices engaged in the
construction of public works.
FIVE YEARS AGO
Al this time, evidence relating
MARCH 1965
to fringe benefits provided
FT. HAMILTON, N. Y.
through irrevocable agreements 18
60
34
0
between employers and em- 19
47
39
.4 rain (AHTNC) Jan. 2—Private Don
R.
Green, 22, son of Mr. and
ployees shall be considered in 20
66
43
.1 rain
establishing a prevailing rate 21
44
35
(tr) snow Mrs. James R. Green, 106 Edding, Fulton, Ky., completed a
of contribution for the same. 22
59
33
0
four-week chaplain enlisted asAll interested persons and pub- 23
67
36
lic authorities are invited to at- 24
74
51
.1 eain sistant technician course Dec.
19 at the Army Chaplain
tend to present evidence and
NINE
YEARS
AGO
School, Ft. Hamilton, N. Y.
give testimony pertaining to the
During the course, he was
MARCH
1961
prevailing wage rates in Fultaught skills needed to assist
ton County.
18
63
47
.25 rain the Army chaplain in his misJohn W. Young,
19
56
42
0
sion to serve the moral and
-20
56
41
.6 rain spiritual needs of the indiCommissioner Ken21
53
43
(tr)
rain
vidual soldier.
tucky Department of
22
52
44
.4 rain
Subjects included in the
Labor
23
54
42
(tr) rain course range from history and
24
60
40
.
0
missions of the chaplaincy and
fundamentals of leadership to
combat operations and military weddings and funerals.
Don is niw stationed in Vietn a m.

luxurious rooms with TV,tile bathe.
air-conditioning. Convenient location.
• Swimming pool and patio
• Pirate's Cove for finest seafood,stain
• Crow's Nest Lounge—colorful, plink
• Bask on BlIon's 27 mile long sand beach
• Enjoy water sports, fishing, golf
&Mora Biloxi's old world charm—
picturesque and historic sightseeing—
relax and watch the shrimp boats mom
In. Get free brochure ma
Como visit os soda

gust 1968 to September 1969.
The colonel, assistant chief
of staff for civilian affairs and
military g,vernment with the
4th Infantry Division
near
Pleiku, entered the Army in
May 1962.
He received a B. G. E. degree in 1962 and also received
his commission through the
Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps program. The colonel
has attended the University of
Kentucky and the University
of Omaha (Neb.).
The award was psesented
Feb. 3.

Andrew Hicks, Hardy Saunders, Mrs. Mary Cavender,
Miss Amaline Honina, Mrs.
Maude Matheny, Miss Winfrey
Ray,.Mrs. Hazel Howell, Mrs.
Lucille Gardner. Mrs. Sara
Brown, J. S. Mullins, Bud Matheny, Lafayette Patterson,
Mrs. Anna Burgess, Miss Ruth
Terry, Mrs. Jewel Bolton, Fulton; Mrs. Clella McKelvey,
Mrs. Reba Morrow and baby,
Mrs. Jennie Martin, Horace
Reams, Mrs. Mary Browder,
John Smith, William Webb,
Mrs. Margaret Dedmon, South
Fulton; Mrs. Maude Woodruff,
Mrs. Margie Alexander, Mrs.
Ann Arrington, Hickman; Miss
Jo Taylor, J. W. McClanahan,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Attie Roberts, Willie Yates, James Sullivan, Mrs. John Cole, Mrs.
Pernie Yates, Water Valley;
Eddie Spraggs, Buford Walker,
Clinton; R. Simpson, Mrs. Zola
Young, Mrs. Onie Williams,
Dukedom; .Mrs. Lady Rose
Cope, Murray; Mrs. Bera Pillow, James Stairs, Wingo;
Mrs. Bertha Jones, Arlington;
Mrs. Inez Wall, Martin.
HILLVIEtlf HOSPITAL

PINEWOOD DERBY
Scout AMENDMENT ON BALLOT
annual Cub
The
"Pinewood Derby" will be held
Kentucky voters will have an
next Tuesday, March 31, at 7: opportunity in the 1971 general
p. m. at the South Fulton gym. election to vote on a constitutional amendment that would
grant a homestead tax exempSIGMA NU PLEDGE
tion to property owners over
Avery ttancock, Fulton Route
age
65.
4, has pledged Sigma Nu
Fraternity at Murray State
University.
WEATHER REPORT

A tollieking holidog on Me
f self eons! it Biloxi's most
!notions inn The red carpet Is out for yell...

Fulton High
Names Honor
Roll Students

Fulton 472-1341

senior enlisted instructor and
administrative operations sergeant in the Operations and
Training Division, Military Art
Department, U. S. Army
School and Training Center at
the fort.
The sergeant entered
Army in August 1944.

the

M. Sgt. Thomas and his wife,
Betty, who lives at 607 W. 53rd
St., Anniston, Ala., plan to live
in that city following his retirement

Tommy Scearce, Fulton, has
been named by the Prudential
Insurance Company as one of
two outstanding agents in the
Kenneth F. Harper, commis- Paducah District, with 1969
sioner of the Department of sales of more tha $1,200,000.
Public Information, has been
named by Governor Nunn as an
Worry Beads!
ex-officio member of the executive committee of the LinMisbaha beads—known to the
coln Heritage Trail Founda- West as "worry
beads" — are
tion
carried in hand by both LebaNamed to the same commit- nese Christians and
Moslems,
tee by the governor were Dr.
National
Geographic
says.
Rhea A. Taylor, history de- They
help count the number of
partment, University of Ken- prayers, and by the rhythm
of
tucky, and Bill Thompson, their clicking tell
the mood of
Thomas Maxedon and Russell the holder:
boredom, nervousAnderson, all of Louisville
ness. impatience, or hiaotititv

GLENDALE, Ariz. — U. S.
Air Force Technical Sergeant
Jerold R. Martin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Martin of 410
Pearl St., Fulton, Ky., has arrived for duty at Luke AFB,
Ariz.
Sergeant Mann is a radar
technician with the 26th Air
Division, a unit of the Aerosace
Defense Command with protects the U. S. against hostile
aircraft and missiles.
The sergeant, who previously served at Gunter AFB, Ala.,
is a 1953 graduate of Central
High School, Clinton, Ky. His
wife, LaVerne, is the daughter
of Mrs. Lawnie Hyatt of at 3,
Ruston, La.
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM
Jan. 21 - Army Private Gaylon
R. Jackson, 20, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayman R. Jackson,
Route 1, Crutchfield, Ky., was
assigned as a combat engineer
with the 937th Engineer Group
in Vietnam, Jan. 14.
His wife, Mace, lives at 222
W. Paducah,St., South Fulton,
Tenn.

CAN THO, VIETNAM Feb.
19—Specialist Five Kenneth W.
Bradley, 25, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Bradley, Route 1,
Crutchfield, Ky., received the
Army Commendation Medal
while serving with the 10th
Psychological Operations Battalion near Can Tho, Vietnam.
Spec. 5 Bradley earned the
award for meritorious service
with the battaloin's Public In
formation Office.
The specialist, whose wit,
Margaret, lives at 300 Eddings
St., Fulton, entered the Army
in August 1968, completed basic ltr?ining at Ft. Campbell,
Ky., and was stationed at Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, Ind., prior
to his arrival in Vietnam last
February.
A 1963 graduate of Fulton
High School, Spec. 5 Bradley
received a bachelor of science
degree in history in 1969 from
Murray State University.
Before entering the Army
he was an editor with the Mornay Democrat.
The presentation was made
Jan. 24.
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
Combs partisans ought to give young, attractive, able Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford an.opportunity to get out and feel the pulse of the
people as it regards his own candidacy? In spite of the fact that Senator Carroll
Hubbard served as a pigeon to attack Ford's
leadership, there is every evidence coming to
the surface that Ford has a lot of loyal support around this State that the Democratic
job-seekers are hiding under the rug, for
Dllvious reasons.
Combs cannot make his political intentions public until June 5. Meanwhile, as he
has for the past three long and arduous
years, Ford has kept his dignity and his
heart in the affairs of the Democratic party
leadership. He has done well, exceptionally
well.
He's entitled to get a fair appraisal of
his candidacy. The only decent thing for the
Combs partisans to do is to cool it until Ford
does.
And when Ford does evaluate his position he will make the right deciison. He
would abhor to see his work to rebuild the
Democratic party torn apart again.

Joint Legion
Meeting Hears
Talk By Sams
Sgt. Bennie Sams, United
S'ates Air Force recruiting
officer in Paducah and son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
C. Sams of Fulton, was
guest speaker at the joint
meeting of the Marshall Alexander Post No. 72 of the Amerlean Legion and the Auxiliary
Monday night, March 23. A
film was shown, depicting the
duties and programs of the
Air Force, and Sgt. Sams made
talks before and after showing
the film, which were very informative and interesting.
The two organizations then
met for separate brief business
meetings. At the Auxiliary
meeting, attention was called
by the president, Mrs. T. E.
Wilson, to the spring meeting
of District 1, to be held in Fulton, and May 4 was the date
set for this meeting.
Preceding the meeting, a potluck dinnr was enjoyed by all
present, with Mrs. Moore Joyner, Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards,
Irby Holder serving as hostess-
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FULTON OFFICIALS
(Conntstred /rem Page Oue,
road should either," he added.
In the only other official action taken at the meeting the
Commission appointed Jerry
Canter as a full-time fireman.
Delayed were:
—Action on the new contract
between the City and the
Southwest Kentucky
Water
District. There were no representatives present at the meeting.
—Action on the two-year old
controversy between Bill Fenwick and the City regarding
municipal retention dams on
the Fenwick property.
—Action on the request by
Joe Workman to lower his occupational license for cigarette
vending machines. John Reeks
asked for similar action two
years ago.
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,94w.*elk 411411e ?Wring Deptrtment, was graduated from
Boas, Ala., High School and attended Jacksonville, Ala. State
University for three years.
Mr. Leath, of the Banbury
Department, was graduated from
Two Goodyear supervisors,
Wingo High School.
Of interest to Homemakers
Michael Shell of Unlon City and
Five former tirebuilders and
David Leath of Fulton, have been
THURSDAY, MARCH 26. 1970
L'LLTON. KENTUCKY.
hourly supervisors In the tireand
shift
to
foremen
promoted
room have been promoted tosala number of other promotions
ary supervision.
have been announced by Plant
Gilbert Bizzle of Fulton, a
ment. The bill includes candi- cation. Introduced by Seta Millat 11:30 p.m. to allow the body dates for state court of appeals
Maaapr J. R. Sankey.
graduate of Fulgham CNy.) High
er.
its
until
session
Boer Mr. Shell and Mr. Leath
in
remain
mar.
Goodyear
to
joined
School,
judge, circuit judge and offices
The amendment incorporates
were members of the group
17,1989.
work was finished.
in second class cities under fi- part Of House Resolution 55,
which trained at Freeport, Ill.
Coy Currie of Martin started
Under state law, the session
nancial disclosure provisions of calling for a council on public
Mr. Leath joined the company
Iii the Union City plant Nov. II,
is supposed to adjourn at mid- state laws. Introduced by Sen.
Sept. 11,1968 and Hr. Sttell start1968. He Is a graduate of Alhigher education plan for enadjournment
actual
but
night,
School.
William L. Sullivan, D-Hender- trance of the university as a
bertville, Ala., High
after 2 a.m.
shortly
came
Hy.,
time
Arlington.
of
Burton
DvId
son.
participating part of the state
'Taps' On Trumpet a graduate of Carlisle Co. ay.)
The amendment returned an system.
the land is taken.
Tom Gentry Jr., DHigh School, started with GoodSen.
resurto
struggled
forces
KEA
requiring
earlier deleted section
FRANKFORT, Ky.
— HB147, to put an amendyear Jan. 6, 1969.
The Senate wild rivers bill Bardstown, played "taps" on a contributions of over $100 to be
rect the measure through the
Eddie Mosley of Hickman The Senate adjourned its 1970
center of contro- trumpet after the session re- returned to the donor or the ment on the ballot on whether
the
was
also
and
House
the
of
session
closing
a
20,
after
Jan.
session early Friday
Mertes' with Goodyear
to allow elderly persons a 88.versy during the closing hours. cessed for adjournment.
state.
1969. He is a graduate of Ful- marathon session in which the Senate.
500 tax exemption if they own
Actual adjournment was
The House sent the bill back
ton County High School and at- body killed the House teachers'
The Senate Thursday night
— SB117, with House amend- their homes. Introduced by Rep.
with an amendment that de- made when Ford completed
tended Lambuth College.
professional negotiations bill, passed three bills that were
Jerry Davis of Martin,a memleted most of the bill and sub- signing the last of several Sen- ment. The bill declares the Uni- William G. Kenton,0-Lexington.
teachers.
other
the
100
by
over
backed
on
action
took
The measure is the only one
ber of the Freeport training
No, 120 Spin Caster
t a bl ed ate bills to be sent to the gov- versity of Louisville a part of
They were House Bills 52, 61 stituted a previously
group, Joined the Union City plant bills and waded through severSenate bill that would forbid job ernor and completed other du- the state system of higher edu- to be submitted to voters
and 142.
Sept. 3, 1968. He is a graduate al squabbles with the House.
on the basis of ties required before the session
of Peabody High School, TrenHB 52 provides retirement af- discrimination
• The teacher's PN bill sufferend.
sex.
ton.
regardleachers
by
years
30
ter
the
auirk death 102 in
The senators asked what wild
The last bill sent to the govOther departments gaining sal- ed a
measure
The
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their
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less
President
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ary supervisors Include Bead evening when Senate
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amendment,
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Wendell Ford ruled
Manufacturing and Shipping.
then sent the bill back to the sponsored by Sen. Thomas 0.
after July I, 1972.
Grady Emrich of Kenton was tabled Senate PN bill had to be ers retiring
House for removal of the Harris, D-Worthville.
HB 61 provides teachers with
Promoted to salary supervisor, removed from the table with 20
The bill, carrying a minor
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HB 142 permits accumulation around and refused to comply, demeanor in the same manner
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needed votes and was killed on
60 so Sen. Edwin Freeman, D-Harto
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13-11
a
your
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and sets new parole requirethe
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stop
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chambers.
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—
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Masterkote Latex
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school officials from teacher's
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bargaining units.
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RECIPE

FOR EASTER

Speckled Bird Eggs. .Lb. 59c
ASSORTED FLAVORS -4 FLAVORS

Cream Eggs
Easter Egg

REG.
10c EACH

COLORING KIT
49 PIECES REQ. $1.00.

•

4-for 31c
66c

PLUSH
(4141116:616161"")6464644

VI

1
-41.1.01\

Miss

onderful

YOUNO SHOE FASHIONS
A dish of rounded toes ... A pinch of higher heels ... A bit
more curve ... A bushel full of color ... Stir in loads of
style.,. Now you've created a "spring fling"... Guaranteed

Bunny Rabbits
,hoose from our wide selection

$1.29- up
Candy -Filled
TOYS

"MADE UP

to take you one step ahead of fashion this Easter.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Keducky

•

Easter Baskets
29c-up

Rep. Graves Charges 'Deal'
Led To Defeat Of Court Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
— A deal attributed to the Nunn administration had a
strong bearing on defeat of House Bill 148 which
would have created a new circuit judgeship in
Graves County, according to Rep. Ralph
Craves, sponsor of the bill which was beaten In
the House Tuesday afte&poon by a vote of 42-23.
Graves said Republicaps lined up with opMotets of the bill in the htteiest of bills creating judgeships in Boyle and Mercer counties,
Jefferson County and Henderson County.
Graves said he understood the "deal" came
about this way:
Minority leader Harold Damarcus of Stanford, whose district will be involved in a judicial change, began preesing for passage of
HB50, which would establish a judgeship for
the =awes of Mercer and Boyle.
The Governor reportedly nut out the word
that if MB 50 wasn't passed Jefferson
Countl
would be denied a judgeship sought by 'its large
delegation and that other Jefferson County bille
"might he in serious trouble."
Senate Bill 24 sponsored by Sen. Bill Sullivan
of Henderson drew the favor as the other bill
calling for a new judgeship. HB 148 and several
Other measures were scuttled as the plan yielded.
At the outset of voting today on HB50, sponsored by Rep. Joe Clark of Danville, Rene Norbert Blume of Louisville told another House
member from Louisville: "If we don't pass this
bill ./•f f erson County won't get any bills
through."
•The bill passed 61-5.
Rep tioyd Clapp of Graves County, who con8111leflUV Apposed HB 148 long before
the "deal"
waged by i r awes occurred, voted against
HB 50.

Rep. Graves, Ironically, voted for it.
He explained to the House that he had given
his word to Rep. Clarke that be would vote for
HB 50 if Clarke voted for HB 148. He pointed
out, however, that Clarke voted against HB 148.
Graves said he felt obligated to keep his word
anyway but he complained of being "tricked."
Clarke said he wasn't In on the plan—that be
voted against Graves' bill because the judgeship involved "wasn't justified."
The bill by Graves would have taken Graves
County out of the first judicial district and given
It a new judge and continuation of the services
of Commonwealth's Attorney L.M. Tipton Reed
of Mayfield. It would have left Carlisle, Ballard, Fultnn and Hickman In a district with
Wood C. Tipton serving as judge and a new
commonwealth's attorney appointed by the goyenion
Nunn would have appointed a judge for
Graves County.
There was a move to strip Nunn of appointive
powers in the district but this fell by Use wayside.
Graves said he resented the "deal" and felt
that it was a reversal of an agreement to create
three new districts—his, Clarke's and Sullivan's.
"Those three bills were the ones agreed upon
by all of us. There were only three new judgeships funded in the budget of Gov. Nunn and it
was agreed the three bills would be the three
enacted into law," said Graves.
Graves did not attribute any of the maneuvering to Clapp, who publicly stated his opposition
to HB 148 three weeks ago, and opposed it on
the House floor.
Clapp said he had been assured that HB 50
would be dead, too, If HB 148 failed.

Godfrey Allowed
To Say Product
Pollutes Water

Dr. Pogue
Will Serve On
History Group
LEXINGTON, Va. —Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, director of the
George C. Marshall Research
Foundation, has been asked by
the Secretary of Navy John H.
Chafee to serve as a member
of the Secretary of Navy's Advisory Committee on Naval History.
Previously. Dr. Pogue had
been asked to serve on the Secretary of Army's Advisory Committee on Military History, and
he was chosen in late Decem1)R. POGUE
ber to be chairman of the American Committee on the History
of the Second World War. He
also has served as chairman of
an ad hoc committee to revise
the constitution of the Society
for Historians of American ForJoe Martin, county agent
eign Relations.
Last month. Dr. Pogue was for Obloa County, is one of 2'1
chosen president-elect of the Agricultural Extension Service
agents
Alumni Association of Murray specializedselected to receive
dairy training in
State University from which he a week's workshop starting
received his AB degree in 1931. April 10 at Henry Horton State
Park, near Chapel H111.
He will take office in 1971.
The Marshall Library director
Mr. Martin was chosen for
also serves as a member of the the training
because of the
Advisory Group connected with importance of dairying among
the publication of the Eisen- farm enterprises in
obion
bower Papers, the first volumes County. Agents receiving the
will
position to
of which are scheduled for pub- training
service
betn
lication in he spring by he render greater
Industry
of
their
counties.
Johns Hopkins Press, Dr. Pogue,
biographer of General Marshall,
The training, to cover such
is also completing the last year topics as record keeping, feed.,
of a team as a member of the lag and milli management,
council of the Oral History AsyExtensbilljsts
trelIA:lcanilt7ra
n1
on eer°1
sociation and is a trustee of the eiee,
U-T
Institute
of egricul-:
American Military Institute.
hire.
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Dinner For 4

Martin To Get
Special Training

:MEM. eageline -MEW

•

Friday - Saturday Specials March 27-28 I
•

JACK'S TWINBIMGER
Regular
Price 55c

390

All Flavors (No Limit)
EXTRA-THICK MILK
Reg. 29c 12-oz.

Wash Away
Paint Remover

1/3 OFF

I

78c per can

THE SHERWIN
WILLIAMS CO.

L

:MEW

•

Spring Twinburger Sale! :

Joe Martin Writes Interesting Farm News
FARMERS GETTING THE the wheat has doubled in size. need to apply lime and fertili- KEN TEN ANGUS DISPER- best cattle available on a farm
Wheat growers are still busy zer according to soil test re- SAL SALE
FEVER
was to attend a dispersal sale
Obion County farmer; are top-dressing their wheat with commendations.
of a farmers cattle.
It always disturbs us when
getting the fever to get started nitrogen. Airplanes have been
Again we say ','Don't Short
working in the fields, but the brought into Obion County to Change Your Plants" by cut- we see progressive breeders of
beef
cattle such as Parnell
weather didn't cooper-te w:"Ii spread nitrogen on the wheat ting on lime and fertilizer. Both
them lase week and rained ground that is too wet to get of these are real bargains and Garrigan have a dispersal sale
enough to keep them out of the over with ground equipment. will increase your cotton, corn, and disperse a herd of such
fields for several days. Soil
—
soybeans and pasture yields high quality that a lifetime has
sampling picked up with farm- 01310N COUNTY ANGUS tremendously if they are prop- been spent breeding these cattle to have a high quality herd
ers wanting to know the best SALE HAS $312 AVERAGE erly applied.
of cattle. We've heard over the
way to spend their fertilizer The Obion County Angus Sale
years
& number of livestock
es—averaged
$312
per head on 54
money this year since pric
OPEN UP THE GATFJ
LARGE SIZE
will be up on fertilizer corn. lots with 8 bulls averaging $418 Open up your gate and let specialists say that one of the
pared to a year ago. Last week end 46 females $294. The sale the ball in with the cows. The best herds of good angus brood
SPRAY
ENAMEL
we mailed 228 soil samples to average was up considerably University of Tennessee Ex- cows in the county was on the
the University of Tennessee compared with the 1969 sale perimental Stations have found Parnell Garrigan Angus Farm.
Agricultural Extension Service which averaged $260 per head. that turning the bulls with the The herd has been on the UniSoil Teeting Laboratory in The top bull at ce635 was con- cows around March 1 and tak- versity of Tennessee Beef Persigned by Lattus Angus Farm, ing them out about middle of formance Testing Program for
Nashville.
During the last week, wheat Hickman, Ky. and was pur- July will give you the most the past 13 years and was one
fields have turned a beautifu chased by T. C. Sowell of the profitable calves. These calves of the first herds in Tennessee
•geeen cdlor and • it seeing as if. Oak Greve Community. The will be born in late winter and to go on this program. All cattop selling female sold for $515 be ready to graze when grass
and -was consigned by Harry comes in the spring. Calves tlemen have always realized
Fulton. Ky.
McKinney. South Fulton, Ten- born in January and February that the only way to buy the
nessee and was bought by Reed weigh more at sale time and
Bros. Angus Farm, Martin, grade higher thereby bringing *
Tenn. There was a small crowd a farmer more money
attending the sale, bidding was
fair to active, and cattle sold
FARM DATES TO
into Tennessee, Kentucky, and
REMEMBER
Missouri. A number of young April 1 Feeder Pig Sale open heifers depressed the gale Brownsville.
average.
April 6 Feeder Pig Sole byereburg.
DON'T SHORT CHANGE
April 14 - Feeder Sail Sale
YOUR CROP
Newburn.
We are hearing of a little ac- April 17 - Feeder Calf Sale tion on the part of fanners to Brownsville.
cut back on expenses because
they are being hit hard on the
cost price squeeze. One item
that farmers should never reduce in use is the amount of
fertilizer used. One of the best
ways to increase Yields is to
fertilize according to soil test.
Increased yields cut per unit
costs of production more than
anything else. Of course, the
most logical way to get top
WASHINGTON
— Aryields is to have your soil test- thur F.
Bums, chairman of the
ed and then follow recommenFederal Reserve Board, has
dations for lime and fertilizer.
During the past two months we told Congress he is confident
have mailed 504 soil samples "that inflation will gradually
to the U. T. Agriculture Exten- subside" in the months ahead.
sion Service Soil Testing LabThis optimistic forecast paraloratory in Nashville but a large
number of Obion County farm- leled an assessment by Presiers still need to secure soil dent Nixon, who told a news
samples, from their fiekis and conference Saturday that the
get fertilizer recommendations rate of inflation will be significantly slowed in the months
for the 1970 crop season.
The lime trucks need to be ahead. He predicted this will ocmoving now in order to get cur without plunging the counlime on much of our soybean try into a recession, and said In
acreage that needs it so bad. his view there is no recession
ASSORTE
AgroriOmists tell us that with now.
CHOCOLATES
1 lb. $1.95 the high rates of fertilizer we're
using now, acid forming fertiThe Labor Department re2 lbs $3.85
lizers, and high crop yields, ported Friday an increase of
that quite often we change the one-half of 1 per cent during
MANY ASSORTMENTS ...
condition of our soils more in February in the cost of living inTO GIVE AND ENJOY
one year than we used to dex, in line with the inflationary
change the soil in 10 years. If rate of the past year.
you're one of the farmers that
is making 20 to 25 bushels of
Burns gave his appraisal in a
soybeans per acre, you are get- letter to Sen. William Proxmire.
ting a lot of exercise growing D-Wis., dated March 17 and
SOUTH I'LTON 479-2262
soybeans but you're not getting made public Saturday. He said
Next to Liberty Grocery
to stick much cash money In efforts to stabilize the economy
DRIVE-IN WINDOW
your bank account. With low "will have to tread a narrow
FREE PARKING ANYTIME
yields of soybeans on a farm or path in the months immediately
on -a field of your farm, you ahead," lest it
produce recession.

Fulton, Ky.

Try this interesting flavor ding and coffee. Into a small
NEW YORK •
— An aide
to Arthur Godfrey says the tele- trick for packaged pudding mix. mixing bowl pour the milk. Add
Rice pudding mix and beet according
vision performer has been given Chicken with Pineapple
Salad Bowl to package directions. Thrn into
permission by Colgate-Palmo- Green Peas
Charlotte's
Coffee
Pudding
individual serving dishes. Chill
live Co. to say in commercials
CHARLOTTE'S COFFEE
Makes four servings.
that its product Axion—as well
as similar products—are water
PUDDING
pollutants.
1 package (4-serving size) in- Benjamin Stillman
made and
Godfrey, a conservationist,
etant vanilla pudding ,
bottled the first artificial soda
had threatened to stop making
2 teaspoons Instant coffee
winer In IRO& T..emon was the
Axion commercials unless the
2 cups milk
most popular flavor until 100,
company allowed him to say
In paper bag containing pud- when root beer and
ginger ale
that the product polluted water. ding mix, stir together the pud- were
added.

Reg. 39c 20-oz..

Order Of French Fries
Reg. 25c (2 Days Only) 200

I
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DAIRY QUEEN OF SOUTIEFULTON
—Martin Highway, South Fulton

Next Door To Travelers Inn Motel
Lairy ind Carol Heath. Managers and Operators
FOR FAST TAKE-OUT, USE OUR DRIVE-IN WINDO
W
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A New Arrival

Inflation
Relief Is
Expected

USHERS

Gas 4 Elea
:
Roes ze

TO FULTON

GENE OWENS

Electric & Gas
DRYERS

IS NOW

Sales and Service
Representative

Refrigerators
KURI

TECHNICOLOR

mow nuns

FOR
11Prighl

TELEPHONE

479-2551

Write Your State Representative

RALPH GRAVES
4 Tanner Court
Frankfort
(502)
223-0496

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
PHONE
Birdwell
(502) 828-5490
628-5423

"We have made real progress
over the last year or so In laythe base for an abatement of
Inflationary pressures," Burns
wrote.
"Excess demand has now
been generally eliminated from
the economy, and I am confident that inflation will gradually
subside."
Burns said the government's
money and budget managers
now must be especially alert to
the danger of recession.

Sariec
rep
:e Cookiv

in
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—

MORE MI ELVIN

ArIre1laTO1u/WA,*

SOUTESIDE
DRUGS

CESAR

RUSSELL ROMEI

NORTH AMERICAN HEATINC & AIR CONDITIONING
429 E. State Line
479-2551

Pose

-4
'444

FRIDAY
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p. m.
Al.) you can•
Children 75c

DER1

heck and compare
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price,quality,trim & selection with any super market...

New building permits issued
in January were 23 per cent
below the previous month, the
largest decline on record. All
of this results from the current tight money policy, and it
has brought about the greatest
housing shortage we have seen
since the period immediatly
after World War II. This
short supply is bound to result in even higher housing
prices.
The AFL-CIO announced
last week that it will seek
wage increases in order to
offset the rising prices. No
doubt industry will again r a ise
prices in order to offset the
rising labor costs. As this
proceeds, there are no indications that our productive
economy will show any growth,
since our policies are obviously designed to slow it
down. Ironically we are seeing signs of recession at the
same time we are experiencing further inflation.
This is an especially strange
situation.
The current tight money
plicy is puzzling, It has not
remedied the rising cost of
living, yet it has created a
housing shortage and a crisis
in the homebuilding industry.
In fact, a similar policy in
the 1950's crippled the housing
industry which in turn brought
about our worst recession
since World War n,the recession of 1957-58. It seems
that we have difficulty in
learning from experience.
I ant no economist and have
never claimed to be one, but
it seems to me that our current economic policies have
7- B-I-G DAYS
failed. When a doctor treats
Starting Wednesday
an illness and discovers after
a time that his treatment is
Thru March 31st!
not working or that it is having a bad effect, he takes
another look and changes his
treatment. Let's hope that
those in charge of our economic health will do likewise.
••4
The American Red cross
is urging all Americans to
write Hanoi, protesting the
treatment of U. S. war prisoners and appealing that their
,
...incientities be made known and
" that they be allowed to ex•
lhangeleiter's with their famAn airmail letter,
ilies.
•
carrying 25 cents in postage,
should be addressed to: Office
of the President, Democratic
Republic of Viet Nam, Hanoi,
North Viet Nam.

The January cost of living
figures which were released
last week show another dramatte rise in the cost of living.
Americans last month were
paying prices for goods and
services at an annual rate of
seven per cent higher than last
year, and last year's prices
were 5.4 per cent above the
previous year's.
We were told a year ago
that by raising interest rates
and tightening money to the
point where it was available
only to the rich, our economy
would soon level off and everything would be fine. But obviously this has not worked.
Instead we have seen prices
continue to rise while growth
In our productive economyhas
virtually come to a halt. And
now the newly appointed
Chairman of the Federal Reserve System and Chairman
of the Council of Economic
Advisers tells us that we can
expect unemployment to increase in the months ahead.
Furthermore some people
say our homebuilding industry
is experiencing its worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression. Last week the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
reported that housing starts
for January stood at only
1,168,000. During the past
year, housing starts have
dropped by roughly 40 percent.

•

RIGHT
,
SupER
SEMI BONELES

HAMS
Su per Right

Store Packed Sliced

Breakfast Bacon

fgç

4 Lb. Can

LB.89

A&P Self Basting (20-22 Lbs

Lb.

HAMBURGER

Sultana

White Beauty

Early Peas
Shortenina
Tomato Juice
Pineapple
Freestone Peaches 3t°n:89C Towels
Bartlett Pears 22:.?:79C Orange Juice

The "Cal-Tax News" noted that Mr. Raymond L.
Spangler, vice president of
Penninsula Newspapers,
speaking on "A Resrlonsible
Press and Responsible Government" before the California Tax Seminar in San
Francisco said, ". . .. The
press has a responsibility to
see that the people know what
is going on in their government." The consHutton al protection of a free press is not
a right of the press per se,
but of the people, and is "a
guarantee of a fundamental
grant to themselves by free
people so that neither their
government nor their press
prevent them from
could
knowing what interests them."

capJ

C Canned Hams
79C Turkeys

Can

A & P Chunk Style

Campbells

cans

Sultana

Scott Reg.

A&P

A&P Fresh Chilled

Crisp

Carrots
Jonathan

Apples
/GO Site

Lemons
Idaho

Potatoes

Gelatin 2i off

2 g29C Jell-o
3:3-ab,; 49C Potatoes
.10 for490 DrinkCream
10..
10 4: 89C Ph .Cheese 2 69
VVagner's Orange

$1

a

am

8P k°g:

Reservations
Are Requested
For Meeting

10E
CESAR
KURT
RUSSELL • ROMERO - FLYNN

TECHNICOLOR
MORE HI-FLYING HI-LARITY

MURRAY, Ky.
of the Jackson Pur•
chase Historical Society are
asked to make reservations Si
once for the annual spring meeting March 28 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton.
Dr. L. J. Hortin, director of
journalism at Murray State University and president of the historical society, has announced
that the speaker will be Emmett
Lewis of Tiptonville, Tenn.
"Lewis is a well-known collector of historical data of the
area," Hortin said He will talk
on river lore and the Reelfoot
Lake, Hortin added.

Members

Freak Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tartar Sauce
French Fries

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky,

LADY SCOTT
BATHROOM
2 ROLL Mr,
TISSUE
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sal.. March 28
Limit I Coupon Per Customet

LADY SCOTT
FACIAL TISSUE 250
200 Cl BOX
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food stores
Regular Pirce Without t.'iupon
Coupon I. spires Sat March 28
Limit I Ctitipon Per CUSiolller

111,1TH

EICISEE,
19t

PERSONAL SIZE
IVORY SOAP
4 HAFt PACKAGE
With Thts Conlon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Fapires Sat.. Ma" 28
Limit I Coupon Par Customer

1StaSISMS

••• •

40
. 4,

,

• Here's an idea for breakfast iron-rich foods in your meals.
your teen-agers might like. You Such foods include liver, other
can buy frozen, breaded fillet of meats, eggs, dried beans and peas,,
sole like those that are so popular green leafy vegetables, prunes,
in a bun at the drive-ins. Or fish raisins, dried apricots, enriched
sticks in a bun. Either one takes or whole grain breads and cereals.
little time to pan fry for break- • Is milk constipating? This idea
fast, in butter. Or deep fry or broil is not based on fact. The only
them and pop them in a bun. objection to milk is that the
Then, add milk and a fruit juice patient who takes it in large
as beverages, and you will have a quantities is less likely to eat
good breakfast.
other food in amounts sufficient
• Do your children like vegeta- to give him bulk in his diet. It is
bles? If not, it's important that proper to give milk to the conyou help them learn to like these stipated patient, provided he
important foods. Try serving obtains enough crude fiber from
vegetables raw as well as cOked. his other foods.
Children usually like finger foods • Of the four food groups, the
such as carrot sticks, green pepper most important for protein is
strips, celery or cucumber sticks. the meat-fish - poultry-egg-cheese
Let the children help you prepare group. These foods are virtually
them, too.
interchangeable as basic staples
• According to widely held belief, of your meals. You should get two
teenagers are determined to do or more servings each day from
differently than their parents. But this group. Dry beans, peas and
research studies show that many nuts also belong to this group.
young people still rely on their of delicious and favorite foods.
parents, particularly mother, for • A glass of milk, bite-size pieces
food preferences. So, parents, set of cheese, an ice cream cone or
a good example. Base your meals bar, hamburgers, hot dogs, buton a wide variety of commonly tered popcorn, raw vegetables like
available foods and not too many carrots, green peppers, celery,
calories.
or fresh fruits- all these are
• Women and teenage girls are sensible snacks for you to allow
your children to have between
deficient
in
often found to be
iron, undoubtedly due to inade- meals. They are regular foods and
quate diets. To make sure you get they'll contribute nutrients your
enough iron, you must include children need.

contusion is one woman plus
a left turn ... Excitement is
two women plus one secret
Bedlam is three women plus
one bargain .

COMPLETE TIRE SERVICE
Farm Tire Service on the Spot
FARM TI
PASS. TIRES
TRUCK TI 't

HERCULES
RAY-BELT, FIBERGLASS-BELT,
RAYON- NYLON

HERCULES
TIRES

RADIAL PASSENGER TIRES
40,000 MI. WRITTEN GUARANTEE

MICHELIN X

Patented cold process rekeading
Lowest Cost Per Mile

'ETREADING-REPAIRING-VULCANIZING
ALL SIZES PASSENGER-TRUCK-GRADER

to the Junior French Building

We are as close as your telephone

in Riceville.
MINOR NOTE: I had my
of the car tuned the other day; by the
the bill. Liberace must
tuneups.

* Shown above are front and back views
looks of
* $225,000.00 Hickman, Ky. water treatment do their
* plant where Open House will be held on Sun-

FULTON, KY. 472-3531

31
/
2 - HORSEPOWER
22 - Inch Cut

CEDAR CHEST

CARPET

$42.50

$5.50sq. yd.

LAWN MOWER

Heavy Duty

$49.95

MAGIC CHEF

COMET SNAPPER

GAS RANGE

m
y
$319.95

Riding Lavin

$129.95

Air Conditioner

$299.95

SPEED QUEEN

Ladies Shoes
Flats and Heels
$2.00 To $6.00

Wringer Washer
With Pump

$135.00

BLOUSES

20 - CUBIC FOOT
General Electric

3- HORSEPOWER

MINI- BIKE

$138.00

Hall Runner

98c

°TIMM WITH

WADS AND !AVIV

Knit Shell Styles
In Sleeveless and Sleeves!
Stripes and Solids
Regular and Turtle-Necks!

$2.00 to $4.00

LADIES
Solids and Plaids
THE LATESTI

$2.00 to $6.00

LADIES, CHILDRENS

MEN'S SUITS
slur st

HANDBAGS

WOOL

CARPET
Foam Back

$3.99 sq. yd..

$28

Phone

PONCHOS !
$4.00 and $13.00 1
Helen of Troy

$1.65 to $5.00

MEN'S DRESS AND
RAYON &
SPORT SHIRTS
POLYESTER
$1.99 and $2.99
MEN'S TIES
S1.49 and $2.00

A Foot

WADE."

Children's
SHOES
$2.00 and $3.00

LADIES BEAUTIFUL

Large Selection!

$195.00

WIGS
$14.88
In Whites and Colors - Ladies it
Children's

GLOVES

79c to $1.19

SPORT, DRESS AND KNITS!

BOYS SHIRTS ___ $1.49 to $1.99

472-1501

nthge co

15 Broadway
South Fulton,
Tenn.

L6

ALUMIN

LILY

Pr

CII
W4P:4

iennnothallliPlatellienellitnethellpsusgnecrigni041100iNEWIRMINWetelli1.041•414.111114

Al
LIQUID

PUR

Roll-Up, Long Sleeve.

KITCHEN
CARPET- NYLON

\

Sleeveless, Short Sleeve,

CHEST FEEDER

DIAMOND

To

SLACKS SETS
$6.69 to $9.00

LADIES

20,000 BTt
--...
7
Coolerator

Volur
Volta

Scott Pal

-LADIES-

$150.00

Collect All

C

$610 $15

4- MARBLE TABLES
- I - Coffee
- 2 - End Tables
- 1 - Cigarette

ILLUSTRATED WO

With Col

Colors. Sizes 3-20 and 141
/
2 - 24%

WILTON WEAVE

Ilrltennlee Junior I
Our Wonderful Wo

Mediu:

Hundreds of Exciting Spring Fashions In
All The Newest Fabrics In Lovely Spring

5.HORSEPOWER
26 - Inch Cut

••TITI.11

MARTIN, TENN. 587-3866

ti.. Lob
LADIES DRESSES

COMPARE & SAVE
Large Size

THE BEST E

Grade '

six p.m.
•
* day, April 5 from twelve noon until
* (Story on Page One Fulton News.)

****************************1

CEDAR

LLUSTRA

TI!

1 PLY ALL STEEL RADIAL
TRUCK TIRE

4001fluo

WE HAVE MOVED

Your business appreciated.

EAGER BEAVER: Wife
down our way saysshe'ddivorce
her husband in a minute if there
was some way to do it without
making him happy.

The New Book oil

#****************************

All kinds of auto repair.

-

BATES
TIRE SERVICE,Inc.

by Laurence M. Murals, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

HIBBS' GARAGE

4. •IL

GENE GEMS: When my wife
says she's tired of looking at
the four walls; I tell her to
look at the floor and ceiling
once in a while. -
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NUTRITION_ A -La...CARTE_

••

--Hours-:30-6 Mon-fl
:90-8 Fri-Sat
41MineWEIN

is one woman plus
. . . Excilement is
,lus one secret
three women plus

'
ILLUSTRATE 1ItENCYCLOPEDIA

THE BEST ENCYCLOPEDIAS IN UP TO 14 AGE GROUP*

'

LA121'

F

6.66.:-ine

TV•I Of

199501Broad

7,664

20

YES

&Nannies Junior Ency.

149.90

4.093

15

YES

Our Wonderful World

189 50 (A topical encyclopedia in 18 volumes)

Broad

Broad

12,000

21

FOLGER'S

28.
not good
rice march
after

POUND
AN 89

YES

All 21

TIR
S. TIRE$
ICK TI

ulton
Tennesse

Govt. Inspected

CONTAM
NO Of
MINOS SZVrel, if1114M

TN* New 5001.5 Knowledge

ILLUTTTTTT D WORLD ENCY.

Spot

OPEN EASTER
SUNDAY
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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mon

CECIL'S
NOW ON SALE!
1: T 3eo4stwte,v
RS
C
FRY
Collect volumes Buy Avoiume.A.week SUGAR
9 BACON
79c
Volume 2-21 each $1.99
Volume 2's'AsTLEThisWeek EAcHEs
99c
STEAK
P
RoAsT
BOSTON
590
TISSUE
PORK
LMON 79t
L.55c
A,
4
CRISCO OIL
,
,
EGGS DRINKS HENS
49c.i
49c
359 NAMBUR
gC
TOWELS 2x45t CRISCO 3c-BAN890
ANGEL Fon 54;p
1 OF THE BEST 4 IN AMERICA ,

AC.

MARTIN HI-WAY SOUTH

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED

GODCHAUX5 Lb5

HUNT'S 2

U.S. CHOICE ROUND
B

11

blAMOND

ALUMINUM FOIL, 25-Ft. Roll

fRES
JARANTEE

89Cans

25c

YELLOW SOLID

WALDORF
Bath Room
With Coupon

AL

OLEO
5 lbs. $1.

ROLL
PKG.

DEL MONTE

LILY PINK

retreading

DEL MONTE CHUNK

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 303 Cans $1.

16-oz
Tall
can

BUTT PORK.

3
$1.
Cans
4 - No. 2 V2

DIXIE DANDY SWEET

POTATOES

TUNA

ST EA KFresh Sliced69

CAN
s2
S 1/

Lb.

FOLGERS 10-oz. Jar Inst.

CHUCK
COFFEE
U.S. CHOICE
BOTTLE
First Cut
$1.69
Airmar.ArArArandrairArmainirmairwArimar.mwArArArAwArAvArAnswArAnnivArArArmAmowArAnwAvArawrAwArArAntrAwArArmArArmir.wmArAmwormffArArAwAr
-- CHICKEN PARTS _
b

NIZING

24-oz

ER

hone

1

. 587-3866

BREAST
THIGHS
3
3 LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
FRESH

Lb. 59c
Lb. 55
Lb. 55c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 15c

\

3

IMNOA111=94,111011141

Excellent
Baking
Bottle
Doz.
Quality,
1 LIVER Lb. 89c GIZZARDS Lb. 39c
lb
With Coupon
Cartons
S
111,b. avg
m
%
ArArArArArMmArarmrAr'mwMAr.ar.wwmiv.dr4rArmm4rAr.,avmAr.dvArAwmrArmrdirdpwmmArAr.w.r.w.wArw4r.warmw.inr.r.drAnmair.irArArArArAvm4
\

Grade 'A'
Medium

OM
Savi.
11.*

45
4

C

a
1

ALL REG.
SIZE SOFT

TeenW.Weenie
•GoldenVhole Kernel
or Golden Cream Style

912C

0

MT ..„.
jrestGround
LB.

303
Cans

FRESH

Scott Paper

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

I.B

79

RABBITS

Cook Book
k lue

LIQUID BLEACH

PUREX

Idren's
ROES
and $3.00 1

tionfoSs.•
4:10
,

.ADIES

and Plaids
i LATEST!

i

MORTON'S

Pip 3
490 Fruit Pes
3Pkg

Gal.
Jug

WIN
'5

FOR IWO
FIRST PRIZE!
7 Days 6 Nighis

sn's

to $1.19

Hours-/-6 Mon-Th
/-8 Fri-Sat
p•••.04ealm

AT FABULOUS FLORIDA RESORTS
ON EAST OR WEST COASTS

O
r

V
rISIT OUR
STORE
FOR DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION NOT INCLUDED

•WWW••••

SAUSAGE

VACATIONS INCLUDE:
tontines vary at •ach r•sdt
Pill Fostung
FREI Golf
FREI Tends
Pill CocItail Parties
ME Chaos.. Loca,,,
FREE Br, 8 Que
Fill Bingo
Fill Movies
FRIO Pook.de Ent oft oonutow
IRIS Wasme Roasts
FREI Mob, Club Shows Pill Solemn
'
,
FRIE
Fill St•ambath
Sfrove
DOG RAGING
—
—
MODON1413
—
CRUISES NEARBY
NORSE RACING

Lb.39C

(by the piece)

SWIFT'S BUTTERBALL
ALL SIZES
LB.
6- OLD FASHION

Fresh Country Style

BOLOGNA

LARGE

itt(X

(by the stick) Lb.39

FRESH

Lb.

Lb.29C

NECK BONES

orAnirArar.drArArdniKdr,WdrArmArmarAinterimonrarmwdrarmarwm..2.4.-Ar

1

of Troy

14.88

TURKEYS

JOWLS

ORANGE

MUTTON

FLORIDA VACATI

NCHOS
and $13.00

Jo $1.99

Lb. 39c

PORK BRAINS

119
LETTUCE
19
b
.
APPLES CRISPY 4 490
LemonsDoz 39t1
19

3
3

p

4

t

By the
QUARTER
LB.

Juice
Snow Crop Frozen
3 (Limit 6)
3

6c0ANZ.s

$
1

rIKIIFIV//41r/4///4111%/II/AMIVIF/AI/I4/AVAIr/AWAIFAIKIIII//
/ Ar
41FMArAr
4
/
40%/

ICE BERG
JUMBO HEAD

EACH

Golden
or
Winesap

BAG

JUICY

STALK

LIBERTY COUPON
Grade "A" Medium

EGGS

2 doz. 59c

With this coupon and $5.00
purchase, excluding dairy,
tobacco products and advertised turkeys.
Vold After March 31

LIBERTY COUPON
COUPON WORTH 35c
Waldorf Bathroom

TISSUE 4-roll pkg. 4c
With this coupon and $5.00
purchase, excluding dairy,
tobacco products and advertised turkeys.
Void After March 31

LIBERTY COUPON
(Coupon Worth 13c)

Martha White
CAKE MIX

3 13 3/4-oz. Boxes 87c
With this couoon
Vold After March 31

•

r?"--

Imembe~es
IRELAND VIGNETTE
Newmarket-on- Fergus: This
little community, just a few miles
from the Shannon Airport, is
fortunate to have two fine hotels,
excellent stopping places for
those who desire to tour this
scenic part of the Emerald Isle.
No. I is Dromoland Castle,

one of the most beautiful hotels
you'll find anywhere, with every
luxury and convenience. It is
open April-October and if you
desire accomodations there in
1970, I suggest you make an
early resersation. No. 2 is the
Clare Inn, on the beautiful
Dromoland grounds, opened in
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1968 with accomodations for
about 300 guests. Its two lounge
rooms, looking out over the
rolling green countryside toward
the Shannon Riser, are among
the most attractise you will find
in all Ireland. The rooms are
tastefully decorated by Dorothy
Draper Associates.

You DON'T Hamar° Be In A HospitalBed
To Receive Benefits From The
BLUE CROSS'and BLUE Mine
Extended Benefits Endorsement
YOU CAN HUM

OUT-OF-THE HOSPITAL BENEFITS:
For each illness and iniury after you pay $25.00 out of pocket
expenses. Extended Benefits will pay 80% of charges for
Physival Therapy
V X-ray Examinations
s' Laboratory Examenations

s' X.'s:4(0nd Radiation Therapy

s' Electrocardiograms
When performed in the hospital outpatient department, doctor's office.
or laboratories, when referred by a physician

But

When needed, you can.receive these.

BENEFITS DURING HOSPITALIZATION
s.bi..t to

the co-payment features and dollar maximums indode

• X-roy and Radiation Therapy
• Basic coverage extended to 730 days
• Increased surgical and medical protection • Rental or purchase of orthopedic appliances
• Surgical consultations
• Medical consultations
• Private duty nursing

BENEFITS FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION
For the remainder of the benefit period when prescribed for the condi
lion which required such hospitalization. Subject to the co-payment
features and dollar maximums:
* Nursing Home Care
* Doctors Home and Office V.

right
TOP TROOPERS—Top state troopers of 1969, and their supervisors, are
Walto left, Kentucky State Police director, Cpl. Charles B. Crutchfield, Trooper
Kenter A. Adcox of Paducah who was named Trooper-of-the-Year, and Trooper
of Pubneth M. Eggen, first runnerup, and Robert Shiny, deputy commissioner
lic Safety.

wSeserlt•s•OrecSeiseervseinieeerseessee

* Visiting Nurse Service
* Required Prescription Drugs
* Rental or Purchase of Orthopedic Appliances

Coffee Cup
Chatter

the EXTENDED BENEFITS ENDORSEMENT is additional coverage whklt can be
aided to most BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD,basic certilkotes of membership.
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD help give you financial peace of mind in
the event of illness or injury. Various programs and benefits are available
to eligible individuals, families and employee groups of five or more.
Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agent

BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD'
•

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-151 1
• Nabonal Assoc.at.on ol Woo Puold Pins

hArnor4con Hoto.tal Asloc.al.on

For more information send us the coupon, today!
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville, Ky. 40205

GROUP PLANS MAY II MIMED WHERE
MERE ARE S OR MORE EMPIOTEIS

HOME ADDRESS

NAME
COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
r] 64 years of age or under. 1-1 A member reaching 19.
I am: E Interested in forming a group
E A member getting married.
E Over 65 years of age.
E A college student.
NF 1-70
(Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agent.)

Do you have trouble with
you machine missing stitches
when sevseng on some of the
close oven polyester knits? If
so, ch k the needle size. The
tightly knitted fabrics push the
thread U,p the top of the eyes
of large eedles, thereby causmi ing stitches. Try
ing
needle size or 11.
—Cath ine C. Thompson,
Hickman, entucky 42050
Phone - 236-2351
FAMILY COMMUNICATION
— A breakdown in communication is the cause of much confusion and unhappiness in
many families. Communication
involves much more than just
conversation between two people. It implies a bond of understanding, a sense of being on

...
Xt
.

The Jackson Purchase Historical Societ ?s.

Jackson
Purchase

:ix

SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION
MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF

209 Commercial Avenue

BOUND COPIES...$200

Fulton

UNBOUND COPIES...$100

We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for this Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed material.
Time did not permit the use of some material which
the Society hopes to use ate later data. This 124-page
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousand words are used in the edition to
tell a portion of the history of this eight-county area.
Much of the material is new and the entire edition is
the largest volume in one edition covering the
:Cee.

Purchase ever compiled.

A part of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society to assist them in their continuing their efforts
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the trernendoui
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be presented to area libraries for
use in their counties by Interested students and
historians. The Society appreciates the public's
contributions to the Edition and regrets that some of
the material was too late to be incorporated in the
history.

This will help to determine the
better buy in many foods.
—Irma Hamilton. Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Telephone 247-2334

The notions industry has on
the market many notions that
will make constructing knit
garments easier. Look for such
the same wave length, a feel- things as stretch threads made
ing of being able to get obrough of all polyester or polyester
to the other person. There is a and cotton, stretch lace hem
feeling inside each of us of binding in all colors, ball point
struggling to be ourself—striv- needles with slightly rounded
ing to see our experience with points that won't damage knits,
another person 35 it is, want- the roller presser foot which
ing this experience, and yet prevents snagging on knits with
fearful of expressing our inner textured surfaces, the invisible'
feelings. Is this where adults zipper with nyltin "teeth which
are failing to see what teen- is lightweight and flexible, and
the new featherweight polyesagers are trying to do.
Perhaps what is most need- ter non-woven interfacing that
ed in communication among gives like as knit.
—Catherine C. Thompson,
generations is the capacity to
Telediscuss issues, to argue points Hickman, Ky. 42050
of view, to discern feelings and phone 236-2351
to discover the need of each
IF YOU USE a laminated
for the other.
—Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, window shade, be sure the fabPhone • ric you choose will be suitable
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
to the need. Most fabric can
247-2334
be used, however, lightly -woven cottons, rayons, and linens,
you getting the most for your work best. Very sheer fabrics,
money? Check your kitchen very heavy fabrics or fabrics
shelf and see if your box of salt with an uneven-weave will not
has the word "Iodized' on it
If not, you are cheating your
family! By using iodized salt
we can be assured our family
is getting enough iodine daily.
Insignificant amounts of iodine
(if:en result in goiters. Surveys
in 1969 uncovered many cases
of goiter, particularly among
teenagers, who were not using
Iodized Salt.
— aPtricia Everett, Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone
527-6601
TRASH MASHER — How
do you handle all these throwaway glass bottles, plastic and
metal core'ainers and aerosol
cans? In the future, you may
toss them into this new appliance which compresses solid
trash to one fourth its original
volume.
As soon as you close the
drawer, an odor-killing
tion sprays the waste. To activi'ate he unit, push a button
and 2000 pounds of pressure
mash the trash in one minute.
A safety key lock must be
turned on before the unit will
work—so toddlers can't operate it. An average family
would have to empty the deawer and replace the heavy-duty
hag about once a week.
—Barletta Wrather, 209 'Maple Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone - 753-1452
Plate glass has been with us
for many years. It is a poured,
rolled and polished glass, which
-has no distortion. This is often
found in home furnishing items.
—Maxine Griffin, Federal
Building, Clinton, Ky. 420.31
Phone - 653-2234

When the ground has ehawea
you can start planting
onus trees and shrubs (those
that lose their leaves in winter). Trees planted at this time
will have more time to root
into the soil before the top part
leaf's out. If your plants are
balled and burlapped, be sure
to make the holes at least 6
inches larger than the soil ball.
2 inch diameter tree,
/
For a 1-11
the hole should be approxi.:.
. ••• mately 30 inches deep and at
least that wide.
—Juanita Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah, Ky. 42001
Telephone 442-2718
READ THE LABEL — Corn pare weights and prices, A 9oz. of one ready-treat cereal
may cost the same as a 13-oz.
package of another. Four extra ounces of cereal per package could amount to quite• bit
during a year. Select the better
buy by figuring the cost per
ounce. This can be dope for all
pacitaged food to find cost per
M ounce or the cost per serving.

walnut and walnut
always give the best quality tween solid walnut is where
finish. Solid
shade.
used throughout,
—Mildred Potts, La Center. walnut is
either one piece or walnut plyKy. Telephone 665-5671
wood with walnut veneer. WalpleaFOR nut finish is any wood or
URGE BRAKES
resemble walHOUSE-CLEANING—I "Don't tic finished to
rush, don't overdo; stop before nut.
—Maxine Griffin, Federal
you get really tired", is one of
Clinton, Ky, 42431
10 commonsense suggestions for.Building,
housewives from home manclean look of fashagement specialists from the The crisp,
of intelligent
University of Kentucky. Other ion is the result
freshly
recommenda- clothes care. Just as a
house-cleaning
scrubbed face needs a touch of
tions:
improve
to
powder
2. Plan the cleaning routine lipstick and
clothes need that
so that it will fit in with the it, so your
care. A dress
regular schedule, and see the extra minute of
stylish and "just
house will not be entirely up- might be
rgiht" for you, but if it is
set.
soiled or
3. Avoid peaks of overwork wrinkled, slightly
the fashionby spreading out the heavy minus a button,
Care
shattered.
able image is
tasks from day to day.
minutes
4. See that needed cleaning means a few extra
with a needle and thread, and
supplies are on hand.
of the iron
5. Wash curtains and slip- a last minute touch
closet-wilted
a
covers, and clean closets and to freshen
cleaness of
dresser drawers before start- dress. The crisp
each garment is as important
ing to clean a room.
6. List repair work to be done as its style.
on walls, floors, windows,
furnishings, screens and the
like.
7. Use long, smooth curved
strokes in cleaning, rather than
short choppy ones which are
more tiring.
HARRISBURG, Pa.
8. Using both hands at the Penn State students, disgruntled
and
same time speeds Wdek
over the Pennsylvania Legislamakes it easier, such as in ture's inaction on the school's
washing or dusting furniture. 1969-70 appropriation, vow they
9. Sit or stand in as comfortare going to get their parents to
able a position as possible and,
oppose the legislators for rewhen convenient place -the article to be worked on, on a table election.
"Where we can't get parents
or sturdy box.
will enter
—Mrs. Barlette Wrather, to run, then students
of
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky. the races," Jim Dorris, editor
the Daily Collegian, Penn
Telephone 753-1452
42071
State's campus newspaper, ;aid
There is a vast difference be- Wednesday.

INCOME TA
pared; 36
Wilford Bostit
Phone 472-151
PART TI
AVAILABLE
entry, Inc. Th
sellers of cos
the party pla
write
Lion
Route 2, Ca
42020.
or C
ANN
Pump Sale
Over 29 yet

Plastic

Church Drill
Se
Hernia's&
Phone - 53114

Students Plan
Political Action

You'll purr •
the sotisfoctir
ot PI & R
pows in the
nearest BLOC
ceive prompt
accurate pre,
return.

We guano
If we ma
interest, w

OPPORTUNITY IS ICNOCRINS
The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,

lIRD
America's I
AC

113 Was
Open
9
ANNIN

Ky. plant 472-2321.

M EP

We are an equal opportunity employer.

more opport
surance Ady
field Train
Free details

DISPLAY OF
THE HICKMAN WATER
TREATMENT PLANT

APPI

NATIONAL

A Division a

Box 16141
Name_
Address
City
Phon•

411•110041=114).

TO BE HELD ON SUNDAY, APR. 5

1

12- NOON TO 6 P. WI.
I

See the most modern, up-to-date Municipal Plant facility
ever offered to the citizens of Hickman and to customers
served by this plant in the Fulton County area.

All
CALL

LIN
LOCATED ON MYRON CORY DR.
NEAR CARBORUNDUM PLANT
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

TAKE A GUIDED TOUR WITH US

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

THE CITY OF HICKMAN, KY.

PUBLIC WORKS
COMMISSION

1 buids

FOR SALE

0103
/
4
0111•000•00114004•1909%
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176 acres, 70 good crop land,
balance in timber, spring water
and frontage on black top.
Price $138.00 per acre. Other
farms of few acres and up.
Robert Goolsby Real Estate.
INCOME TAX returns pre Phone
235-2302, Greenfield,
pared; 35 years experience 'Tennessee.
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street
WANTED: BIG FISH! Prizes
Phene 4724547.
for the biggest Bass. Bream
PART T I iM E CAREER and Crappie from March 15
AVAILABLE With Sarah _CQYz... through May 15, Western Auto
entry, Inc. The world's largest Store, Lake Street, Fulton.
sellers of costume jewelry on
FOR SALE: Sears upright
the party plan. For informawrite DuIsie Howard, eleetrk chord organ, console
tion
Route 2, Calvert City, Ky. type, with bench. Good working order. $35.00. Phone 47942.
7423 or 479-2911
Plastic or Galvanized Wells
ANY SIZE
"HELM'S HEALTHIER
HEAVY LAYERS
Pump Sales and Service
Forty Years Flock ImproveOver 20 years experience
ment - Contest Winners - ReChurch Drilling and Pump
cords 300 Eggs. Pullorum
Service
Clean - Sexed Chicks, HELM'S
Hornbook, Tennessee
CHHICKS, PADUCAH."
Phone - 638-2497 or 5311-2664
i111111011•Mr

WANTED

LET BLOCK
PUT A

Plan
Action
d

Ps

.G, Pa.
dents, disgruntled
sylvania Legisla, on the school's
nation, vow they
A their parents to
glslators for re-

can't get parents
tudents will enter
71 Dorris, editor of
31Ieglan, Penn
s newspaper, said

iltiliG

rulton, Ky.

,ng machine

5ary. Apply

ministrator.

[or Fulton,

employer.

:11f

INCOME
You'll parr with pleasure of
the satisfaction you'll receive
at .
1 1 & R BLOCK. Point your
paws in the direction of the
neorest BLOCK office ond receive prompt and guaranteed
occurote preparation of your
return.

BOTH
S
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

LI FE

UP

Allen's Apiary

GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of eve y tax return
that cost you any penalty or
any
errors
If we make
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest.

111,11 B

IL.0C r-Tc0.

SPARE TIME
INCOME

America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 7: PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

MEN URGENTLY NEEDED'
TO INVESTIGATE
ACCIDENTS-BIG PAY,
"NEW CAR"FURNISHED,...
----EXPENSES PAID

NATIONAL INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOL, Dept.28-1)

5

nt facility
.',ustomers

WI WELCOME INVESTIGATION

Box 16148, Memphis, Tenn. 38116
Age

Name__
Address
City
Phone

State
Eligible for VA Benefits'

Inventory of 1645.00 to 2790.00
cash required for inventory and
You must have a good
car and be able to devote at least
4 to 12 hours per week. If you are
interested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be
successful in a growing business
of your own, write us today.
Please enclose name, address, and
telephone number.

equipment.

APPROVED FOR VETERANS UNDER NEW MI. Bill

7ER
iT

ounts are contracted for and set
up by our company_ You m•rely
restock locations with our nation
al brand products.
•

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort

When hurricane Camila struck, thousands of Claim Adjusters were called in
to investigate damages and pay out
millions of dollars in insurance claims.
In fact thousands of men are urgently
needed now to train for exciting action
careers investigating the growing millions of accidents caused by car wrecks,
plane crashes, train wrecks, tornadoes.
hurricanes, hail and windstorms, riots,
theft and fires. No other field offers
more opportunity for action, advancement or security. National Insurance Adjusters School can show you how to enter this booming
field Train at home in spare time. Employment assistance. For
Free details, mail coupon TODAY. No obligation.

A Division of National Training Institut*

IC Reports J. H. Miller Named
Good Progress Economic Planner

DRIVERS NEEDED
Train NOW to drive semi
truck, local and over the road.
You can earn high wages after
short training. For interview
and applications, call 615-242Despite recent diversification
3439, or write safety Dept.,
Nationwide Systems, Inc., Ter- moves, the Illinois Central Is not
minal Bldg., 404 Arlington "disinvesting In the railroad"
the level
Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee, but is actually doubling
of investment in the corporation's
37210.
future, M. Glenn Liner, assistant regional sales manager for
FOR SALE: 1961 Thunder- the IC told memters of the Union
bird with power steering, pow- City kiwanis Club at noon today.
Mr. Liner said the IC, in 1963,
er brakes, power windows,
white leather interior, black formed Illinois Central Industries,
a Delaware corporation,
outside, excellent running orfor the purpose of diversifying
der. Assume payments; total
and merging with other indusprice less than 9450. 479-2423 tries not in the transportation
or 479-2911, Fulton.
business whose rate of return
might be better than that of
today's railroads.
IS ALCOHOLISM A PROB"Since 1965, we have made good
LEM WITH YOU OR WITH progress," said Mr. Liner."Today Illinois Central Industries is
SOMEONE YOU KNOW,
the parent of Abex Corporation,
Dial 472-1992 behveen 8 am and Chandeysson Electric Company,
Illinois
Center Corporation, Il4:30 pm. Help can lwobtaiiwd.
linois Central Railroad, PepsiStrictly confidential.
Cola General Bottlers, Seay and
Thomas, and Waukesha Foundry."
In addition, Mr. Liner said
the parent company has agreed
to acquire H. F. Philipsborn &
Swarms of honey bees.
Company, a Chicago mortgage
banking firm.
March 28 to June is the
"The higher sales-revenues
swarming season, weather
reported
by Illinois Central Inpermitting. I will pay a
dustries
for 1969 reflects the efsmell fee for them. Call
fectiveness of our diversification
479-1733, South Fulton. Peoprogram," said Mr. Liner. "We
ple living within 20 miles of
had a 10 per cent increase over
Fulton may call collect.
1968."
Anyone I promised honey
Illinois Central now has a mulfor swarms of bees last
ti-million dollar computer and
just last year completed a microyear, come by July lit and
wave system between New
pick it up.
Orleans and Chicago, the speakThe U. S. Department of
er said.
Agriculture is the authority
"Presently we are working
for the statement that at
with one of the western railleast fifty of our planted
roads to tie in with their microcrops are dependent largely
wave system which will enable
or in part on the honey bee
us to be in contact with our
for proper fertilization.
sales offices on the West Coast,"
Anyone wanting bees for
Mr. Liner said. "Before the year
pollination of alfalfa, Hie
ends, we are predicting that,
through the use of computer and
clovers, vetch, etc., may
automatic car identification, it
contact
will be possible to monitor the
entire flow of freight car supply
in this country, giving all railroads greater utilization of
311 Holmes Street
freight car supply.''
South Fulton, Teem/rues
Mr. Liner said Illinois Central now is working on a merger
with the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio
Railroad which operates in seven
of thy same states served by the
IC, mostly in the South. When
the merger is complete, the new
csilroad will be known as the
Illinois Central Gulf and will
Distributor
be almost 10,000 miles long.
For This Area
Mr. Liner, a native of ChatBecome a distributor in one of
tanooga, was graduated from
America's largest and fastest grow
Vanderbilt University with a
mg industries? You wiii be distribachelor of arts degree in ecobuting natiohel brand products.
mimics and joined the IC at
No experience required. All accMemphis in 1939,

Zip

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.
1342 South Glenstonis,
Springfield, Mo. 65804
-

;ATTENTION,Mr.FARMER
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Prizes Offered
To Safe Drivers

all types of drivers.
Law violators will get traffic
tickets.
"The safe drivers will get coupons worth a free hamburger
and French fries at a local restaurant," Chief Daniel Kerwin
said.

POTTSTOWN, Pa. Feb. 19
-The police chief of nearby
MAYFIELD, Ky.,-J. Homer Miller, former extension agent
in Marshall County, has been employed as economic planner Pottsgrove Township told his ofwith the Purchase Area Development District, according to Dick ficers to start today looking for
Castleman, chairman of the board of directors.
Miller comes to the district from the Green River Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retarda-i
tion Board in Owensboro, where witre served with the University
HOUSEHOLD AND APPLIANCE
he served as business adminis- of Arkansas Extension Serviee:--Miller is a graduate of the Unitrator for 2 years in the development of a comprehensive versity of Kentucky with a decare center and program for the gree in agriculture. He has done
At the homcplace of the Late Mrs. At-tie Pflueger on Sate
graduate study with the Univermentally disturbed.
Hwy. 118 in dow ntown La.tham. Tenn. Watch for sale
The central objectives of an siV of Kentucky. University of
arrows. - SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE economic planner is the coordi- Wisconsin, University of Colo
For further information contact Harold Thomas (Tommie)
nation for the general welfare of redo and Murray State UniverPflueger, Martin, Tenn.. Phone 587-3903, or the Auctioneer.
that use and development of sty.
The Area Development Office
community resources that is /he
Col. Robert Ainley • Auctioneer
Phone 901-822-3833 or
best designed to fulfill human is located at 6071.7, West Broad- 4791455 Dukedom, Tennessee - Licensed-Bonded in
need of the eight COUIWES in Ken- way, Mayfield.
Kentucky, Tennessee, No. 6 4
Leon T. Smith is executive ditucky, west of the Tennesser
rector
River. The program will be ex-,7:7
70meiseSSio-Cocsaeoreworset•
---laerOesIsireseca..72:wrea+ovemidetSeekees--.7C7
panded through the cooperation
of cities, counties and groups to
develop the resources of the region to its fullest potentials and
to coordinate efforts of the
various segments of the society,
Castleman said.
Miller served as area agent ir
horticulture and county agent lot
28 years. He served two years in
Fulton County and 26 years in
Marshall-County,--Three-years

PUBLIC SALE

Saturday, March 28, 1970 -- 10:00 A.IL

WE HAVE MOVED
TO
426 LAKE STREET

BEWARE OF PICK POCK ETS:
You can get you pocket picked
at home, but It's apt to he a
bit more of a problem when
it happens overseas. Here are
souse things the Allstate Motor
Club says you can do. to avoid
the dips: Have button and flap
sewed inside your jacket, so you
can button the inside pockets...
keep your money and papers
there, and then be sure to fold
your arms in any crowd...beware of interested bystanders,
and remember that pickpockets
usually work in, pairs.. don't
reach our of your car or bus for
Bowels, etc., offered by youngsters or others, for a quick pair
of hands can grab your wristwatch. and don't let your
camera dangle so that someone
can cut the strap and hurry away.
in a crowd.

Now open for business! Guns of all kinds-all kinds of
outdoor sporting equipment for the fisherman, hunter, camper, picknicker and handyman. (We even have replacement
units for small and big-mouth Thermos bottles)

WILSON'S SPORTING GOODS
426 LAKE ST.
FORMERLY BROADWAY GUN SHOP
CARNELL WILSON, OWNER

• • •

you
. out with last night?"
our I5-year-old son.-

Z...C.PiCkk"Zt
,
.
,KN.v
..Z.,,Zsx"CN•degs.a0.0.

Williams Named
Jaycee Leader
In Paducah, Ky.
John Dixon Williams, account
executive and newscaster for
television station WPSD-TV,Paducali, and a former resident of
Union City, has been elected
president of the Paducah Jaycees.
Mr. Williams, who has served as a director of the Jaycees
for four years, was vice-president last year. He also is a
director of the Kentucky Jaycees and served as chairman
of the state committee to name
this year's Outstanding Young
Man.
The new Jaycee president is
the son of Mrs. Lou Wrather
and the nephew of Dixon Williams of Union City.
A native of Union City, Mr.
Williams went to Paducah in
1964 from the Jackson, Tenn.,
television station. He began his
broadcasting career as a radio
announcer for WENK In Union
City. In addition to his other
duties at WPSD, he broadcasts
the news each day at 6 p.m.
Mr. Williams and his wife have
two children arid make their home
at 132 Allitirg in Loos Oak.

CALL US FOR YOUR
FRI - SAT
MARCH 27 - 22

)R.

LIME, FERTILIZER, ANHYDROUS
IITimm
droafituanta
AMMONIA, SEED CORN,
CUSTOM SPRAYING.
with
GLENN FORD
-A N D

-WE HAVE TOP OUALITY-

LIME AND FERTILIZER
Meets all government specifications; high in calcium and magnesium
We accept all Purchase Orders
on lime and fertiliser.

838-6261

KY.

CAYCE LIME &
FERTILIZER CO.
Anhydrous Ammonia
Office phones 838-6261
Cayce, Kentucky

Duffy

JAMES COBURN • JAMES MASON
SUN - MOW- TUE%
MARCH 29.3141-APRIL, 1

4 PLY NYLON CORD
"Safety All-Weather Z"

2171

Compared to the
"Safety AllWeather G" we've:
•Designed a new
Angle Grip tread
•Lowered the profile
for improved
stability and handling
•Widened the tread
to put more rubber
on the road

USE OUR
EASY PAY PLAN

45

F76-14
(replaces
7.75 x 14)
07111.14
(replaces
6.25 x 14)
(replaces
11.55 a 14)
VII-15

(replaces

r711-14 tubeless biackwell plus Mg
Fed. Ex. Tea and old tire. Whitewall
tubeless $3.25 more.

7.35 a 15)
F75.15
(replaces
7.75 x 15)
G7c15
(r•PlatsS
11.25 x IS)
M71615
(reklaces
6.55 x IS)
.171-15
(replaces
I..M a IS)

Illachwati
Tubeless

Pies
Tad. ELT.
sell eat tee

$30.25

$28.15

OM

$32.60

$ass

$2.56

$35.70

$32.48

art

$28.23

121.4$

624C

$34,25

$25.81

12.46

Whitewall
Tubeless

WA

MN

Mu

$35.78

$lime

62615

me

$35.11

O.=

411410401040.494169048

40.46411.410410

SERVICE STORES
GOODYEAR
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN!
100 WEST STATE LINE

NIMINN.SenlaakellM104)41RD•tr4IMIN

Check your ilea_
Whitewalls or Bkrckwalls

PHONE 472-1000

FULTON, KENTUCKY

,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••q
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I
BilYSI
t
atitcv
lospoN6FW \\
E.W.E.. JAMES & SONS
SUPERMARKET
MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, - yes, MAXIMUM sayings for you, - Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
means your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXISAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
They'll DO MORE for you!
WATER ADDED

REELFOOT

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

WHOLE

GRADE A - LARGE

I OLGER'S

FRYE
HAMS

WHOLE
lb.

oz HO I

JAMES' REST IMITATION

Vanilla Extract

49c

MARY LOU C UT

GREEN BEANS

U.S. CHOICE

1100 tAN

LANS

Lb. 33c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 79c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 19c
Lb. 33c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 10c

CUT -UP - FRYERS
QUARTER - FRYERS
BREAST
LIVERS
LEGS & THIGHS
THIGHS
BACKS
WINGS
GIZZARDS
NECKS

REELFOOT Smoked - Shank Portion

HAM
HAM

SWIFT — Butterball (12 - 14)

HEN TURKEYS
SWIFT — Premium

SLICED BACON
SWIFT — Premium

FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg.

_ Lb.

U.S. CHOICE

11-oz. BOX

53c

Cheese Cake

STEW BEEF
U. S. CHOICE

REELFOOT

RH
EEPLSUMP
FRESH
HENS

20-Q1. Loaf

For

STOKELY'S

.

65c

lb.

90

CORONET

TOILET TISSUE __ _ 2 Rolls
COP - E - CAT

BOTTLE

TOMATO CATSUP

CAT FOOD

39

15-oz.

11 Cans

Lb.894

SLICED BACON
REELFOOT

LIQUID DOVE _ _ _ Each __

12-oz can

(Whole or Half)
_
REELFOOT SLAB

A

Lb.

22-oz. 10c OFF
ARMOUR

4

4219 SLAB BACON

STRIP STEAKS _
BOLOGNA

BREAD
Treet

U. S. CHOICE --

REELFOOT LAKE BRAND

HYDE -PARK

$1.19
Lb99C
Lb.89C
Lb.69C

_ ___ Lb.

BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE BONELLSS
MIX

Lb694
Lb594
Lb794
55C

Bun -Half

$1.89 RUMP ROAST
Lb. 894 ENGLISH ROAST
___ Lb. 894 CHUCK STEAKS

K. C. STEAKS

494
274
$1.

CCc

Lb.JJ

REELFOOT — Smoked

U. S. CHOICE — BONELESS

GROUND CHUCK
ROYAL

lb.

6 to 8 Lb. Avg.

MOK
PICNI

Whole

490

L & M BRAND 2-Lb. JAR

PEANUT BUTTER

Each _ _

794

MERIT SALTINES

CRACKERS

Lb. 294

DIXIE LILY

FLOUR

5 Lb.Bag

594

FREE

RONUS

CAN

Dog Food

10c

WITH THIS COUPON

SUGAR

5,a190
—
:)() LI). BAG

Dog Food

$3.89
R

BLEACH
1/2 Gal

29

HYDE PARK

28 oz.

Asst. Drinks 4 for $1.00

CHEESE SPREAD

500 ORCHIDS

For

TO THE FIRST 500 LADIES

;OUTHERN BELL

JACK SPRAT I.

Meal

51b hag

49c

CELLO BAG

CARROTS
50

VISITING OUR STORE

100 Given Away On Thursday
150 Given Away On Friday
250 Given Away On SaturIti

Danish Sausage

LETTUCE

mmNH
I-rivi
"rurER

RCY Al. DANISH

Luncheon Loaf

.• CAN

39c

$1.00

NICE FIRM HEADS

./`•
-I'E.W.JAMa GEsSONS
T"

BAG

4-oz. CANS

We will I1
that our employe' ..
their fwnilies.

